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The B ief
The request from the Kingsbridge, West Alvington and Churchstow KWAC Neighbourhood Plan Group, via
Peter Sandover, was for a brief paper to support their vision of a more balanced and sustainable economic
strategy for the Plan area. The brief indicated this should include a review of existing census data, and socio
economic evidence available from sources such as SHDC/DCC and draw some conclusions on what actions
and interventions may be needed that KWAC Neighbourhood Plan NP Group can include in the draft plan
and associated policies.
Further discussion with the Chair of the KWAC NP Steering Group at the start of the commission provided
additional useful background:
An aspiration to explore opportunities to diversify Kingsbridge as a market town hub; providing an
employment base for a wider rural area beyond the three parishes directly covered by the
Neighbourhood Plan and injecting some higher value jobs:
o as a means of combatting the effect of high property prices for local people to give people
greater purchasing power ,
o to offer local work opportunities to school leavers and reduce numbers of young people
leaving the area, to help keep the community as a more rounded one as well as a working
one, and less skewed towards an older age range
o as commuting is expensive, difficult and time consuming from the area because of the poor
road connections and limited public transport, as well as limited options to make road
improvements given AONB status plus a local desire not to change the road network
A desire to review local issues and existing policy objectives in the light of the effects locally of the
Covid- pandemic and how this might affect objectives and draft policies, with particular
emphasis on Kingsbridge as a market town
An aspiration to set out a wider and more local ambition for the Kingsbridge area in its market
town role, beyond that already identified in the adopted Plymouth and South West Devon Joint
Local Plan
Additionally, and based on the aspiration to build the market town and hinterland role of the Kingsbridge
area, the NP Steering Group produced a short note in September
on a possible ‘vision for the future’
in terms of a market town role for Kingsbridge and area. From an economic perspective this included:

Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty

A broad and balanced resident population by age and occupation is maintained by pursuing a
promotional strategy to encourage higher added value businesses based on intellectual property
to locate in the town using access to superfast broadband, and thereby extending the range of
salaries on offer
There are locations for permanent and temporary seasonal markets that promote local produce
and crafts. These should be flexibly planned and are complimentary to local shops and businesses.
Local supply chains are encouraged and developed to serve the local markets and businesses.
Small/ micro businesses are encouraged, on employment sites, live work units or working from
home
Service businesses and infrastructure are developed to efficiently support the new and existing
employment uses, for example supplies and servicing of materials, and equipment, high quality
broadband and communications.
The town centre is re-imagined; vacant retail units and other properties are developed as
employment, residential and community uses.
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The work undertaken to meet this brief is summarised in the diagram below. The sections of this report are
then organised in a similar way.
Economic policies review:

Market town position/policies
review:

Local
Sub-regional
National

Local
Sub-regional

Economic data review:

Market towns data review:

KWAC parishes

KWAC parishes

Saltstone parishes

Saltstone parishes

Learning from elsewhere: examples from other
Neighbourhood Plans
Covid – impacts: brief review of recent
economic commentary; recent data
Conclusions and suggestions: opportunities and
challenges for the KWAC economic strategy
The KWAC area is based on the three parishes of Kingsbridge, West Alvington and Churchstow. Although
this is the base for the Neighbourhood Plan, its hinterland as a market town is much larger. It has
previously been designated as an area from Aveford Gifford in the north west, across to Slapton in the east
and all parishes south of this – a further parishes. These together with the KWAC parishes were
termed the Saltstone parishes. For the purposes of data analysis, the three KWAC parishes and the
further Saltstone parishes have been used as the basis of analysis. The maps in Appendix set out this
area.
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The Kingsbridge and Salcombe Area Partnership produced a community action plan ‘Action
’ in
.
This was developed in response to the Market and Coastal Towns Initiative run by the former South West
Regional Development Agency. It encompassed an area of parishes including Kingsbridge, describing
itself as the Saltstone parishes. These are the parishes outlined in blue on the maps in Appendix .
This was an area identified as being interdependent, sharing a secondary school Kingsbridge Community
College, the designated catchment area still mirroring the parish geography for
, a hospital
South Hams Hospital, which hosts various outpatients services as well as inpatient beds and a leisure
centre Quayside Leisure Centre in Kingsbridge, operated by Fusion Lifestyle, a national registered charity .
Action
plan :

set out two objectives for the economy and jobs one of eight priority themes identified in the

To increase economic activity by encouraging the use of local products and services
To attract high tech, high added value, high wage businesses to the area
Additionally, redevelopment of Kingsbridge Quay was given its own priority, with the intention to take
advantage of ‘one of Kingsbridge’s finest assets’ through sensitive development. Interestingly, the role of
Kingsbridge as a market town was not a specific priority theme in the Action Plan.
The S
h Ha
C e S a eg
The South Hams Core Strategy adopted in
and now a superseded planning document set out that
one of its main economic priorities was to ‘create the conditions for the growth and maintenance of quality
economic activity’ including ‘to aid the regeneration of the district’s market and coastal towns’ and to
‘assist the restructuring of the rural economy’. Strategic Objectives included:
SO – provide for business growth and development, supporting indigenous growth, growth
sectors and providing year round sustainable well paid employment
SO – secure high quality, locally distinctive, sustainable economic development including tourism;
and
SO – support the role of market towns, especially the town centres and other local centres’
More specifically it also included policies for rural diversification Policy CS
tourism facilities CS

along with new leisure and

In terms of its spatial strategy, the Core Strategy recognised Kingsbridge as one of three historic market
towns in South Hams along with Dartmouth and Totnes , identifying them as ‘Area Centres’ which could
act as focal points for the sustainable provision of housing, employment, education and other local services
– providing for their own needs and those of their hinterlands. The Core Strategy also identified Local
Centres, with Salcombe and Chillington/Stokenham designated as such. Area Centres, and to a lesser
extent Local Centres, then became the focus for growth housing and employment .
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The spatial approach in the Core Strategy has carried forward in the current adopted
Joint Local Plan
in the form of its Thriving Towns and Villages TTV approach. The JLP continues to prioritise development
through a hierarchy of sustainable developments. In the TTV approach Kingsbridge is identified as a ‘Main
Town’, which will be prioritised for ‘g o h o enable hem o con in e o h i e achie e ong le el of
elf con ainmen and p o ide a b oad ange of e ice fo he ide a ea . It therefore continues the
market town and hinterland approach as it recognises that ‘The e o n no onl ha e a high le el of
e ice and ameni ie i hin he o n b al o ppo la ge al hin e land ha ake in a n mbe of
o he e lemen ’.
Within the spatial development hierarchy, the JLP goes on to designate
Smaller towns and key villages which are more localised but still have a role in supporting dispersed
villages and hamlets in their hinterland. Chillington, Stokenham and Salcombe are designated as
such in the wider Kingsbridge hinterland
It also recognises sustainable villages, with East Allington identified as such in the wider
Kingsbridge hinterland
The TTV approach is therefore focused on achieving sustainable development and rural sustainability. It
discusses what is meant by sustainability and points to a strategic outcome for the ‘main Towns’ as being
‘ h i ing p o pe o and e ilien cen e i h a ong deg ee of elf con ainmen and p o iding a di e e
mi of e ice and ameni ie ha ppo a n mbe of
o nding al comm ni ie The o n ill ha e
de eloped and benefi ed f om ong a egic link i h la ge o n and ci ie . Building self-sufficiency
and resilience of the local employment market to meet local needs and attract new sectors and investment
is seen as part of creating this strategic outcome, set out in Strategic Objective SO , as is enhancing the
links between the Main Towns and the surrounding countryside to support healthy communities. The
highest levels of growth are targeted at the Main Towns, with a view to this enhancing their role as service
centres as well as provide for their own growth.
Specifically for Kingsbridge it sets out a spatial priority SP that include mixed use development to meet
housing and employment needs, maintaining its retail offer and the integrity of the town centre, and
sensitive regeneration of the central area and quayside the latter further elaborated in Policy TTV
inclusive of mixed uses e.g. employment and commercial, community uses and housing .
Separately, the JLP sets out its approach to economic development a a d i e fo b ine e o g o and
ne b ine e o loca e in he a ea pa ic la l in ma ine ind
ie kno ledge ba ed ind
ie and in
he al a ea b ine e ha p o ide al able local e ice and emplo men Policy DEV sets out
where support for rural economy proposals would be relevant, including maintaining/expanding existing
employment sites , supporting home working/business start ups and improving internet connectivity It is
a policy approach which is supportive of both existing businesses and developing new economic
opportunities – in support of greater rural economic resilience. Policy DEV supports promoting
competitive town centres including mixed uses in town centres above ground floor retailing, more variety
and choice in shopping opportunities and boosting the evening economy.
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What is also valuable is some of background evidence to the JLP. Two sets of reports produced by Peter
Brett Associates in particular are relevant and discussed in the economic policy section in more detail
employment land forecasts, retail and leisure study as well as here.
The retail and leisure study in particular emphasised the important market town role that Kingsbridge plays
for its wider hinterland which broadly, although not entirely, relates to the Saltstone parishes. This study
undertook healthchecks for the main town centres as part of its work. The findings for Kingsbridge noted
that it had
units in its town centre with an above UK average proportion of both convenience and
comparison goods and below average number of vacant units at the time
.

On a range of healthcheck criteria, the study concluded that overall Kingsbridge was performing well in
fulfilling its role as a town centre, generally providing a high quality environment, well served by the two
large convenience stores, as well as smaller stores. The study also set out a brief SWOT as follows:

The study also undertook retail spending pattern assessment, dividing the area into ‘zones’ to do this.
Kingsbridge and Salcombe was identified as one zone Zone as in the map below although note this
zone does not include some of the northern and eastern Saltstone parishes, as Aveton Gifford is within the
Ivybridge zone, East Allington and Woodleigh seem to be aligned with ‘South Brent and Halwell’ zone, and
Slapton is in the Dartmouth zone .

This provides some useful insights – albeit that it is based on survey work undertaken in
. It showed
that Kingsbridge had the largest turnover of the four main towns in South Hams and the largest market
share of the four of them for comparison goods shopping although about
of all comparison goods
shopping in South Hams went to Plymouth . For convenience goods, the combined turnover from town
centre shops, Tesco and Morrisons in Kingsbridge, was again the highest amongst the four main towns of
South Hams, and giving the highest market share of the four. Kingsbridge also had the highest market
share of the four for food and beverage spend. On the basis of this, the report concludes that ‘ he e
pending pa e n confi m ha he ole of he Cen e Kingsbridge i foc ed on mee ing e ail need of
local e iden and e iden f om he
o nding al ca chmen .

It does also note the potential for improvements which include ‘imp o e he o n cen e e pe ience b
he p blic ealm and hop f on age a he o he n end of he o n

pg ading

The report also looked at commercial leisure spend again based on survey results . This showed the most
popular destinations for leisure trips by residents in each zone. For the Kingsbridge and Salcombe zone it
again indicated the strong levels of local spend.

One point the report notes is a relatively limited evening economy offer, with catering more geared
towards daytime use rather than evening economy.
The E e gi g Ki g b idge We Al i g
a d Ch ch
Neighb
h d Pla
This continues to build on the market town theme, with the economy, employment and training as a
second priority after housing in the developing Plan outline, and with the aims of;
Respect Kingsbridge as a market town
Maintain and enhance services and facilities in the area
Sustain a local employment base
Sustain the local tourism industry
A vibrant re-invigorated high street in the town
A range of additional employment opportunities, with different sizes and tenures
Better locations of some employment
Encourage more training
So far, seven policies are proposed which cover:
Retaining and safeguarding of existing employment land
Regeneration and intensification of employment uses on two sites in Kingsbridge Lower Union
Road and Orchard Industrial Estate
Supporting the central shopping area of Kingsbridge
Support for mixed use employment including living over the shop, home working and live work
Possibly support for a new hotel development – but this is pending further work
Promotion of innovative tourism businesses appropriate to the AONB context
Support for training links for the hospitality, farming, and rural employment sectors.
Additionally a note on ‘what makes a market town’ was produced as discussed earlier and which provides
valuable background to this study. Three development briefs have also been produced, all of which seek to
reinforce the important market town role of Kingsbridge:
One for the Central Shopping area to support its market town service role. This seeks to
concentrate retail provision in the central shopping area, support temporary uses and provide for
flexible uses that could include mixed uses
One for the Lower Union Road and Western Backway Regeneration Area to help support the
development of mixed use incorporating employment opportunities
One for Kingsbridge Quayside and Town Square, where a balance of community and economic uses
is sought that could include employment generating uses marine leisure and tourism related ,

temporary food and retail outlets alongside a sustainable transport hub, public realm
improvements, local needs housing and other uses
Further discussion for this study emphasises the ongoing importance of the role of market towns in South
Hams – which is only likely to increase as a result of the impact of the Covid pandemic on businesses and
town centres.
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Data relevant to a market town role is reviewed here, for both the KWAC and the Saltstone parishes. The
Census is the most comprehensive data at the local level although now relatively dated . It provides
data down to output area OA level and also at parish level. The maps in Appendix indicate how OAs and
Lower Super Output Areas LSOAs map onto parishes . The following analysis does need to be treated
with some caution and indicative rather than absolute, given it is
data. There can also be some
discrepancies between different data sets, especially at small area levels, because of the way data is
treated to avoid disclosure of personal information. Definitions of what is included can also vary.
Population
Table . sets out the population by parish in
. A full breakdown by parish is given in Appendix . This
shows that
of the total population lived in the three Neighbourhood Plan parishes, the remaining
in the hinterland area with Salcombe and Stokenham being the two parishes with the largest populations
in the hinterland .
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All usual residents
KWAC parishes

Source Census

,

,

, ONS, KS

Males
Saltstone parishes

Females
Total all parishes

EW - Usual resident population table

Age Structure
A breakdown of population by age emphasises the higher proportions of older age groups, particularly so in
the wider Saltstone parishes. It also flags up the lower proportions of younger working age people, which
was below the England percentage for the KWAC parishes and even more so for the Saltstone parishes
although the age profile is quite reflective of the South Hams situation in the KWAC parishes . This has

Analysis has used parish data mainly. However not all datasets are available on a parish basis. Where LSOA or OA
data is used, this is specified in the analysis.

implications for levels and types of services needed to support the population, as well as indicating
challenges in maintaining a balanced age profile in the working population.

Table

Pe ce

age f Re ide
Age 0 to
4

KWAC parishes
Saltstone parishes
South Hams
England

.
.
.
.

ONS KS

b Age

Age 10 to
15

.
.
.
.

Age 1619

.
.
.
.

Age 60
to 64

.
.
.
.

KWAC parishes
Saltstone parishes
South Hams
England

la i

Age -

Age 45 to
59

Source: Census
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.
.
.
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Age 65 to
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Age 75 to
84

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Age 20 to
24

.
.
.
.
Age 85 to
89

.
.
.
.

.
.
.
.

Age 25 to
29

Age 30
to 44

.
.
.
.
Age 90
and over

.
.
.
.

EW - Age structure

Employment by Industry
The census data provides information on resident employment by industry at parish level. This shows the
dominance of some sectors in terms of absolute numbers, with several of these being service sectors. Not
unexpectedly agriculture was represented strongly in the Saltstone parishes as was accommodation and
food services. Tables of employment by industry and parish are set out in Appendix .
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Source: Census

. Table QS

EW – Industry

T Activities of households as…

U Activities of extraterritorial…

R,S Arts, entertainment and…

Q Human health and social work…

P Education

O Public administration and…

N Administrative and support…

L Real estate activities

M Professional, scientific and…

K Financial and insurance activities

J Information and communication

I Accommodation and food service…

H Transport and storage

F Construction

G Wholesale and retail trade;…

E Water supply, sewerage, waste…

D Electricity, gas, steam and air…

C Manufacturing

B Mining and quarrying

KWAC parishes
A Agriculture, forestry and fishing

Number of residents aged

-

in employment

Table

Saltstone parishes

.
.
.
.

Looked at in percentage terms this emphasised the importance of wholesale and retail in the KWAC
parishes, most likely associated with its important role as a shopping centre. It also indicated a higher
proportion of employment in construction in the KWAC parishes, above South Hams and England, and
similarly in relation to accommodation and food services which was even higher in the rural hinterland
and linked with tourism.

Table

Pe ce

age f em l

me

b i d

% employed by Industry. Residents aged 16-74

A Agriculture, forestry and fishing
B Mining and quarrying
C Manufacturing
D Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply
E Water supply, sewerage, waste management and
remediation activities
F Construction
G Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles
and motor cycles
H Transport and storage
I Accommodation and food service activities
J Information and communication
K Financial and insurance activities
L Real estate activities
M Professional, scientific and technical activities
N Administrative and support service activities
O Public administration and defence; compulsory social
security
P Education
Q Human health and social work activities
R,S Arts, entertainment and recreation; other service
activities
T Activities of households as employers; undifferentiated
goods - and services - producing activities of households
for own use
U Activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies
Source: Census
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EW – Industry

Further data breaks down employment by industry sector and age aggregating some sectors for this .
Table . below gives this. It shows the high proportions of - year olds who were working in the
retail/accommodation and food sector G I in the table in the KWAC and Saltstone parishes, above South
Hams and England percentages, which proportionally decreases through the older age cohorts. Public
administration, health and education had a particularly low proportion of younger working age
employment compared to both South Hams and England. The group K-N which includes professional,
scientific and technical services, had below England proportions in - age range, although they are
much akin to those in South Hams generally.
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KWAC parishes

age f em l

b i d
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A, B, D, E
C
F
G, I
H, J
K, L, M, N
O, P, Q
R, S, T, U
Agriculture, Manufact Construct Distribution Transport Financial,
Public
Other
energy and uring
ion
, hotels
and
Real
administra (includes
water
and
communi
Estate,
tion,
arts, leisure
restaurants cation
Profession education
and
al and
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recreation
Administra
health
tive

Saltstone parishes
South Hams
England

KWAC parishes
Saltstone parishes
South Hams
England

KWAC parishes
Saltstone parishes
South Hams
England
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Saltstone parishes
South Hams
England

KWAC parishes
Saltstone parishes
South Hams
England

Source: Census
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EW - Industry by age

Distance to Work
In this dataset, data on distance to work indicated high levels of home working, above the England average
in both the KWAC and wider Saltstone parishes and very much so in the latter, which might in part link
with agricultural working . It also shows that just under
of those of working age and in employment in
the KWAC parishes were either working mainly at home or travelling less than km to work i.e. working
very locally . Additionally far fewer were travelling km to km for work than in South Hams or England.
This suggests a much more self contained work market.
In the wider Saltstone parishes, there were, comparatively, far fewer working age residents in employment
working within km of home and relatively more in the - km. Overall, around
of those in the
Saltstone parishes were travelling up to km or working mainly from home. This might suggest
Kingsbridge could be an employment destination – although for those locations more on the periphery of
the parishes, there could be other destinations too.

Table
Residents
aged in
employment
KWAC
Parishes
Saltstone
Parishes
South
Hams
England

Di a ce

All
categories
number

Less
than
2km
%

,

a elled

W

2km
to less
than
5km %

5km to
less
than
10km %

.

,

.

.
,
,

.
,

Source: Census

.

10km
to less
than
20km
%

.

20km
to
less
than
30km
%

30km
to
less
than
40km
%

40km
to
less
than
60km
%

60km
and
over
%

Work
mainly
at or
from
home %

4

Other

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.
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.
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.

.

.

.

Table QS

k

.

EW - Distance travelled to work

Looking at Origin/Destination data for residents aged and over in employment at the smaller geography
of Output Areas, data shows that the largest number of residents in employment in the KWAC area who
were also working in the KWAC area, were working in the following OAs in terms of absolute numbers:

Table

O

Output area

A ea

k lace f KWAC e ide

i em l

me

Number of residents
working in the output area

E00102150*
E00102149*
E00102264
E00102267
E00102208*
E00102145
E00102263
Source: Census

Table WF

BEW - Location of usual residence and place of work OA level

The highest number were working in the OA covering Kingsbridge town centre, followed by the OA
immediately north of that and including Tesco; then the OA including Town Quay followed by that including
Station Yard industrial estate see maps in Appendix for details of OA areas .
The three OAs where there were the highest numbers of residents in employment both living and working
within their OA although this does not necessarily mean they were working at home are those asterisked
in Table . above two as previously described and OA
which covers the Churchstow area – likely
to be linked with the South Hams Business Park .
In the wider Saltstone parishes, two OAs in Salcombe have the highest number of Saltstone parish
residents working in them:
E00102170

233

E00102174

73

Other includes no fixed place of work, working on an offshore installation and working outside of the UK.

The OA in the Saltstone parishes with the greatest number of Saltstone residents both living and working
within it was E00102171 (Salcombe) with 18.
Commuting flows for work purposes can also be sourced in Census data although this may well have
changed since
so these figures should be viewed as indicative only . The following summarises actual
numbers in relation to other relatively near destinations Exeter, Plymouth and other destinations in South
Hams . This data is not available at parish level. LSOA data is used. It shows there was a net in-commuting
of people working in the KWAC LSOAs from residents elsewhere in South Hams, compared to those
travelling out from KWAC LSOAs to a South Hams location. The largest number were travelling to work in
LSOA
B which includes Kingsbridge town centre area
It also indicated there was a net out-commuting of people from the KWAC and Saltstone LSOAs to work in
either of Exeter or Plymouth mainly the latter .

Table

I a d

Residents in
employment aged

c mm

i gf

m KWAC a d Sal

e LSOA

Residents travelling out to work
elsewhere

Workers travelling in to work in the area

Exeter

Exeter

Plymouth Elsewhere
in South
Hams

Total KWAC core
43
155
LSOAs
Total Saltstone
LSOAs
Source: Census
Origin Destination table WF

Plymouth Elsewhere in
South Hams

221

BEW - Location of usual residence and place of work

The following table summarises this in relation to local employment as at

Table

L cal c mm

i gf

Residents in employment aged

m KWAC a d Sal
Working in
KWAC LSOAs

Working in
Saltstone
LSOAs*

Census.

e LSOA
Travelling to work in Exeter,
Plymouth or elsewhere in
South Hams

KWAC LSOAs
Saltstone LSOAs
Source: Census

Origin Destination table WF

BEW - Location of usual residence and place of work

Note: One LSOA included here covers Churchstow including South Hams Business Park which is part of
the KWAC area – however the LSOA is much larger than just Churchstow so has been included in the
Saltstone group. Lower level OA data for the OA containing South Hams Business Park suggests c people
from other KWAC OAs worked in that OA. That would mean there were still over
residents in
employment travelling to other parts of the Saltstone hinterland for work. The Loddiswell LSOA has the
highest number, but there were people travelling to all other LSOAs for work.
Travel to work patterns may have changed significantly with the impact of Covid on working arrangements,
more remote working and home working; and potentially particularly for those travelling longer distances.
The data above does therefore need to be treated with some caution and as indicative at that time.

Method of Travel to Work
Data on method of travel to work very much confirms the local nature of working particularly within the
KWAC parishes where travel to work by foot was twice the national average, reflecting the high proportion
of those going a short distance to work.

Table

Me h d f T a el

Method of travel to work:
of residents in
employment aged Total in employment

KWAC
parishes
,

W

k
Saltstone
parishes

South Hams

,

England

,

Work mainly at or from
home

.

Underground, metro, light
rail, tram

.

.

.

.

Train

.

.

.

.

Bus, minibus or coach

.

.

.

.

Taxi

.

.

.

.

Motorcycle, scooter or
moped

.

.

.

.

Driving a car or van

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Passenger in a car or van

.

.

.

.

Bicycle

.

.

.

.

On foot

.

Other method of travel to
work
Source: Census

Table QS

.

.
.

.
.

,

.
.

EW - Method of travel to work

Index of Multiple Deprivation
The Index of Multiple Deprivation provides a measure of relative deprivation across England based on an
LSOA level geography and where all LSOAs across England are ranked from the most deprived to
,
the least deprived . The IMD is also provided on the basis of deciles ranked in the
worst
LSOAs, worst etc , which is more useful for understanding the situation in an area. The overall IMD
ranking is based on seven domains, with some of these incorporating sub-domains. This analysis has looked
at IMD data from
and
.
Not unexpectedly, the LSOAs covering the KWAC area and the wider Saltstone parishes do not perform
poorly on most domains. The overall IMD ranking puts the LSOAs in the top
with the exception of the

Note that these figures do not match those in Table . . The definition in Table . states that it uses a combination
of two data definitions of which method of travel to work is one, the other being those who gave their workplace
address as mainly work at or from home.
This dataset includes a category for ‘not in employment’. This category was excluded from the total figures and
percentages used in this table.
The LSOA geography for the area is overlaid onto the parish map base in the map in Appendix .

West Alvington LSOA which also covers some of north west Kingsbridge and ranks in the bottom
LSOAs. The overall scores by decile and domain are set out in a table in Appendix .

of

However there are two domains where performance is notably poorer, of which one is particularly relevant
here. This is the domain covering barriers to housing and services. The Ba ie o Ho ing and Se ice
Domain measures the physical and financial accessibility of housing and local services. The indicators used
cover two sub-domains: the Geog aphical Ba ie S b domain, which relates to the physical proximity of
local services , and the Wide Ba ie S b domain which includes issues relating to access to housing such
as affordability. The following table sets out the rankings by these two sub-domains which shows that their
low ranking seems due to proximity to local services, something which reinforces the need for a strong
local centre which can provide the services. The LSOA in the Saltstone area which does not share this poor
ranking is the LSOA covering most of Salcombe.
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Geographical Barriers
Sub-domain Decile
(where 1 is most
deprived 10% of
LSOAs)
2015
2019
2
2
4
4
2
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Wider Barriers Subdomain Decile
(where 1 is most
deprived 10% of
LSOAs)
2015
2019
9
7
7
8
5
6
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E01020147 - 008A
Source: Index of Multiple Deprivation
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The following diagram brings together some of the main points arising from this policy and data review.
This is then reviewed in terms of implications for an economic strategy

Covering road distance to four services: Post Office, Primary School, general store/supermarket and GP surgery.

Diag am
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Around
of the total
population across the
KWAC and Saltstone
parishes lives in the KWAC
parishes,
in the
Saltstone parishes

Healthy Town Centre,
performing well in
fulfilling its role as a town
centre

Short journeys to work in
the KWAC parishes. A high
proportion of journeys to
work on foot.

There are lower
proportions of
younger working
age residents
(below the England
average but similar
to the South Hams
one)

Strong Market
Town Focus,
reinforced in the
Joint Local Plan

In the Saltstone parishes
travel up to km or
work from home.

Significant levels of
living and working
locally suggesting
strong self
containment.

m Ma ke T

-

Emphasis on self containment
Broad range of services
Strategic links with larger towns and
cities
Main towns as local service centres

High levels of home
working

Dominance of the
service sectors for
resident employ ment. Important
for market town
function but
potential lower
pay, part time and
productivity issues
– see economic
section

Poorly performing on the
geographic barriers sub domain
of the ‘Barriers to Housing and
Services’ domain of the Index of
Multiple Deprivation,
and

In terms of implications for an economic strategy focusing on the data and policy reviewed in relation to
key functions of a market town area as in Diagram . , the review of the market town policy and data
suggests:

-

-

-

-

Self containment: Kingsbridge and its wider hinterland are quite well contained and the KWAC
parishes particularly had a lot of people both living and working in the area – levels of self containment
were high bearing in mind this is Census data, now relatively historic and may have changed .
Maintaining a strong level of local employment is important, both to provide for the local population
and because it supports wider sustainability goals e.g. in pursuing a low/zero carbon economy.
Local Service Centre: Kingsbridge was performing well on ‘town centre health check’ indicators as at
and seen as providing a strong local centre focus for the area. However, as the IMD data shows,
the Kingsbridge and wider Saltstone area perform relatively very poorly on the basis of geographic
distance to services, an indicator that is not likely to change significantly, especially in a time of
concentration and cuts in services. This emphasises the need to ensure that the Kingsbridge area
continues to provide that vital local centre role for its residents and the surrounding area.
Range of Services: in terms of the industry sectors which are predominant, these were largely service
sector based and also include construction. The five sectors which collectively amount to about
of
employment in the KWAC parishes were in order of magnitude wholesale/retail, construction, health
and social work, accommodation and food services and education. In the Saltstone parishes it is the
same five sectors that were most dominant although the relative ranking is different –
accommodation and food services is second after wholesale/retail and construction third . They
collectively provided c
of employment. Agriculture was also relatively more important at . .
The balance of employment by sector is both a strength and a potential issue. The strength is that it is
supporting the local service centre role of Kingsbridge and the wider area. The issue is that some of
these sectors are lower paid, lower productivity sectors see next section . In turn this raises the
question of how/whether there is a need for any aspiration towards rebalancing of sectors and, if so,
how to achieve this without damage to the service sector business base which is clearly very
important. There is also an issue of a below England proportion of younger people of working age.
Strategic links with larger towns/cities: The data on travel to other locations for work suggests that
there are more people living and working locally than travelling out to work, and generally more outcommuting rather than in-commuting with the exception of in-commuting to the KWAC parishes and
mainly the town centre area . There are facilities such as the hospital and Community College/primary
schools as local representation of strategic public sector facilities. Discussion has not indicated any
similar strategic links at the HE/FE level in relation to either Plymouth or Exeter.
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South Hams District Council does not have a current district-wide economic strategy. Its most recent
strategy publications relate to its own assets and their management/use. Relevant documents include:
South Hams District Council Corporate Strategy
, where its ‘Enterprise’ corporate
strategy theme is described as ‘ creating places for enterprise to thrive and business to grow’
South Hams Asset Management Strategy (
). This sets out various objectives for different
types of assets owned. For commercial assets, the objectives are:
To actively grow the asset portfolio to provide a sustained and increasing revenue stream,
using prudential borrowing or other methods of low cost finance as necessary.
To seek opportunities to acquire land and develop employment or residential units for
communities, by partnering with developers of mixed use schemes to help navigate the Council
through the planning and Section
process.
Where possible, improve the sustainability of communities by developing units in appropriate
locations that foster key industries, i.e. marine and fishing.
To offer a range of scale within the portfolio, with a bias towards the smaller start-up sector.
The strategy notes its strategic land holding in Kingsbridge as K – the area around the quay where it proposes a master plan to bring forward a mixed use development scheme. It also
notes an asset transfer policy as being in development.
South Hams Commercial Property Strategy (undated). This sets out four objectives for the
Council’s own property portfolio, of which two are directly relevant, these being:
o To support regeneration and the economic activity of the District
o To enhance economic benefit business rates growth
Job creation, town centre regeneration, tourism and increased footfall are among outcomes being
sought from the District Council’s own commercial assets and those which it might acquire/develop
and let to third parties. It notes that it is relatively risk averse preferably seeking tenants of strong
financial standing and also seeking a mix of tenants to create a balanced portfolio. It lists various
criterion on lease length it would wish to achieve. It does however also note that there ‘ma be
o e iding comm ni benefi and o economic ea on o mo e a a f om he e c i e ion and
he e ill be con ide ed on a ca e b ca e ba i ’. It applies a similar approach to yield i.e. if other
factors are deemed more important than a purely financial return

J i L cal Pla backg
d e ide ce
The revised Employment Topic Paper for the JLP October
is focused on employment land
requirements to meet the JLP’s needs and which were in turn based on assessments of jobs and land
allocations required to meet population growth projections. What is relevant to this report is the
perspective taken on rural areas and market towns, where the approach is to ‘en e ha he f
e need
fo emplo men land a e me i hin he plan pe iod and o eflec he economic ambi ion of he a ea . In
turn this is set within an overall strategic approach which identifies that towns and villages in the rural
areas should be ‘ e ilien
ainable and al o ha e oppo ni ie fo g o h commen a e i h hei

le el of e ice . This also sets out the following as a rationale for the six main towns identified in the
TTV approach of the JLP of which Kingsbridge is one - ‘The i main o n in he TTV polic a ea ha e a
n mbe of cha ac e i ic in common no lea ha he a e ep e en ed b o n co ncil and ha e a
ignifican l la ge pop la ion and pa ial foo p in ha an o he e lemen
i hin he polic a ea The
al o ha e a clea ela ion hip i h he a egic an po ne o k benefi f om mode a el i ed
emplo men a ea ha e defined o n cen e and a e he onl e lemen
i hin he TTV polic a ea ha
ha e econda chool
Relevant points to note from the topic paper include:
That the JLP focus is on what are called B Use Classes office, industrial and warehousing uses and
the land allocations to support their growth. However it also points out that jobs are created in
other sectors – but are not considered in the JLP employment land context because they do not
generate employment land re-use/allocations requirements in the same way
Where employment land allocations are needed, it sees town centres as the primary location for
B office uses in the TTV areas and employment concentrated in the four main towns in South
Hams which includes Kingsbridge, and is supportive of its market town function
The employment space allocation identified for Kingsbridge is
sq.m. alongside an allocation of
new homes over the Plan period to
.
Referring back into studies that underpinned development of the employment approach in the JLP,
assessment of employment forecasts in
and which was based on a
baseline looking forward
to
, was predicting growth of more than ,
jobs across the JLP area in sectors that included
accommodation and food services, professional services, real estate, education, residential care and social
services, health, recreation and administration/support. Whilst these are area wide assessments, they do
indicate where jobs growth was being predicted – largely in the service sectors.
Peter Brett Associates also undertook a similar exercise for Retail and Leisure for South Hams and West
Devon Councils as evidence to support JLP development. This identified the changing role of town centres
as online retailing develops and that those town centres that have best ‘weathered’ the economic
downturn bearing in mind this report was also
are those which have a more diverse range of uses. It
discusses key market trends affecting town centres as including:
Polarisation in relation to investment; for comparison goods, a rationalisation of property
portfolios and a focus of investment in larger centres and out of centre - rather than in town
centres.
Restructuring of convenience goods, with more investment in online shopping, and an increase in
smaller convenience stores to increase market share which was expected to increase
Growth of the commercial leisure sector –e.g. bars, cafes, restaurants, health and fitness uses taking an increased share of town centre uses and where it noted ‘ ha pending on food and d ink
picall acco n fo mo e han
of o al lei e pending compa ed o a o nd
on
Plymouth and South West Devon JLP Strategy Topic Paper July

.

It is also worth noting that the Salcombe, designated as a smaller town in the JLP and within the Saltstone parish
hinterland of Kingsbridge, has an allocation for ,
sq.m. of employment floorspace at Shadycombe as part of a
mixed use scheme with housing.
Plymouth and South West Devon Assessment of Employment Forecasts, Peter Brett Associates, February
.
Retail and Leisure Study February
. Peter Brett Associates for West Devon and South Hams Councils.

c l al e ice e g going o he cinema hea e a galle ie o li e m ic and nde
on
ho el game of chance and ec ea ion po ing e ice page
The report suggested this as an
opportunity for town centres to capitalise on this trend
The impact of digital technology – referring to the increased use of digital technology in retailing
and multi channelling which it explains as a ‘digi al online e ail p e ence complimen ed b
ph ical o e loca ed in a ange of acce ible and a ac i e loca ion . Predictions were that the
share from internet sales would increase from nearly
in
to
by
and just over
by the mid
’s.
Relevant development policy in the JLP, taking this forward, includes:
DEV – maintaining a flexible supply of employment sites
DEV – supporting the rural economy supporting diversification of the rural economy and
improving the balance of jobs
DEV – providing retail and town centre uses in appropriate locations
DEV – promoting competitive town centres to consolidate the self sufficiency of communities
and resilience in services for their hinterland
DEV – protecting local shops and services and which includes a statement that no more than
of overall number of units within the defined Primary Shopping Frontage should be in nonClass A uses in Kingsbridge . This policy also protects change of use of other facilities of
community importance which are only supported if there is no significant harm to the level of
services locally, amongst other things
DEV – provision for local employment and skills incorporating site employment and skills plans
for local construction skills and employment
Note: the strategy for Thriving Towns and Villages TTV and associated policy is discussed in the Market
Towns section .
Further development policies that could be relevant include:
DEV – delivering low carbon development
DEV – renewable and low carbon energy
DEV – community energy
Recently, a JLP Supplementary Planning Guidance document has been adopted by South Hams, West
Devon and Plymouth Councils . It gives guidance on implementation of policies in the JLP. It also
comments on how implementation of the JLP can play a role in supporting Climate Emergency and
Biodiversity Emergency and actions towards low carbon solutions and carbon neutrality. From an
economic perspective, relevant considerations include:
Policy DEV , where retention/growth of local employers, supporting business start ups and
home working could all be relevant positive considerations in proposals. It also notes South Hams
and West Devon Councils will be producing an Enterprise Strategy and Action Plan to provide
further guidance
Policy DEV , where new proposals need to show a positive contribution to active and low carbon
transport options
DEV – employment and skills plans will be required for housing developments of units or
over, or non residential development of ,
sq.m. or more the latter seems less likely to come
into play in the KWAC area given that larger developments are constrained

Plymouth and South West Devon Joint Local Plan

-

Supplementary Planning Document, July

.
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South Hams is part of the Heart of the South West HotSW Local Enterprise Partnership LEP area which
covers Devon and Somerset. HotSW LEP set out its Strategic Economic Plan (SEP) in
, covering the
period
. The SEP seeks strong and transformational growth, to address productivity gaps and
maximise opportunities for high growth; create job opportunities, drive up average wages and provide
economic growth opportunities for both rural and urban areas. It has three strategic aims:
Creating the conditions for growth; improving infrastructure and facilities to underpin growth
Maximising productivity and employment opportunities; stimulating jobs and growth across all
sectors
Capitalising on the area’s distinctive assets; to create opportunities for higher value business
growth and better jobs including transformational opportunities such as the nuclear sector and
the marine sector, the latter of which has potential relevance to the Kingsbridge area; and
maximising use of environmental assets, again relevant to the Kingsbridge area
They are all underpinned by environmental sustainability and social inclusion.
The SEP set out that it wanted to ensure that ‘ma ke o n coa al and al a ea a e economicall
cce f l in hei o n igh and b ild on o
al eng h ’. Although this is not followed through into
any specific market town policy approach or priority, it is seeking an approach that is relevant to both
urban and rural areas. In this context it sees some core rural strengths such as agri-food and tourism which,
linked to environmental assets, could be drivers of growth but also recognising the need for balance .
Hence its approach is to both support core sectors and those which could achieve ‘transformational
growth’. Good digital and mobile infrastructure is noted as a vital ingredient for growth, whilst provision of
workspaces to act as focus points for the establishment and growth of rural enterprise is also mentioned.
Tourism is recognised as one of the core traditional sectors in the HotSW area and where sector-blind
activities through the SEP could apply as much to tourism as to other sectors. The SEP also recognises the
challenge to extend the season and develop all year round tourism employment . Agri-food is also noted
as an important rural sector and again where sector blind activities could apply. Social enterprises are also
seen as a growing way of doing business and could have relevance in the Kingsbridge context.
In
, the South West Productivity Commission which covered four LEP areas including HotSW
produced a rural evidence report which identified a productivity gap of ,
per workforce job in the
rural areas across the four LEPs, as compared to its urban areas. This report is not a policy document.
Rather it is an evidence document, gathering information to underpin consideration of productivity issues
in the rural context. Nevertheless it provides some useful insights and confirmation of issues and
opportunities, some of which are briefly discussed here. It set these out in relation to themes relevant
to economic growth opportunities and barriers in its rural areas. This included:

Tourism is not a specific transformational opportunity in the SEP or singled out specifically as a sector for
development at the sub-regional level.
The South West Rural Productivity Commission Rural Evidence Report
. This covered four LEP areas in South
West England of which HotSW was one. It also contains a number of case studies which could be useful in
development of ideas for Kingsbridge. It can be found at this link: https://heartofswlep.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/
/ /HotSW-A -Overview-report-digital-doc-FINAL.pdf

The key rural sectors: emphasising three key sectors that tend to have a significant share of the
business and employment base -the tourism and hospitality sector, agriculture forestry and fishing,
and food and drink. It highlighted that these sectors also tend to have lower pay and lower levels
of productivity, and are also strongly inter-dependent
Workforce and Skills: where discussion indicated that young people living in rural areas face a
number of uniquely rural barriers such as high dependency on poor/costly public transport, limited job
opportunities and where apprenticeships could have a role to play , as well as outflows of higher skilled
young people
Broadband and mobile connectivity: highlighted as a challenge to businesses without superfast
broadband, to compete with those with access to it – potentially putting rural businesses at a
disadvantage as roll out of broadband coverage is not seen as fast in rural areas compared to urban
areas
Housing, planning, communities and workspace: where the report saw a valuable role for
neighbourhood plans in supporting sustainable growth and expansion of all types of business and
enterprise in rural areas, both through conversion of existing buildings and well-designed new
buildings; supporting sustainable rural tourism and leisure developments that benefit businesses in
rural areas, communities and visitors; and supporting the retention and development of local
services and community facilities in villages . It also noted the increasing trend towards home
working now exacerbated by the Pandemic with potential implications for house building, the
issue of housing affordability and the issue of the cost-value gap in new workspace construction
where construction cost may be greater than end value
Geography, hubs and spheres of influence. This theme specifically looked at the changing role of
market towns alongside how cities might support their rural hinterland city-regions . On market
towns it highlighted the challenges of a changing role and that, with increasing competition, towns
must embrace changes in order to continue to prosper. It flagged up activities such as food
markets and festival style events as opportunities. On the question of city-region influence, it also
suggested that ‘ emo ene
a he han ali pe e i he mo e ignifican infl ence o e
p od c i i
Science, technology, energy and innovation . This discusses how technology and smart solutions
might play an increasing role in the delivery of rural services and in some business development e.g.
agri-tech . It also comments on innovation in small businesses and the importance of this to help
business growth and competitiveness.
HotSW LEP has since gone on to develop and produce a productivity strategy
and, most recently is
in the process of preparing a Local Industrial Strategy. The Productivity Strategy , which builds on the
findings from the SW Productivity Commission as part of its evidence base, sets out a long term ambition to
raise productivity, which is below UK average in the LEP area. It characterises higher productivity as
‘businesses creating more wealth, higher value jobs and contributing to better living standards’ and
includes discussion around its traditional sectors including tourism, farming, fisheries, agri-food, food and
drink and mixed manufacturing, and which generally have lower productivity levels.
It sets out three strategic themes to deliver this productivity step change:
Business leadership and ideas - which includes improving the productivity of existing businesses
and supporting a more equal take up of opportunities. Entrepreneurship and competitiveness are
Stepping up to the Challenge. Productivity Strategy

, Heart of the South West Partnership.

also seen as valuable in this context, recognising that business start ups can bring new ideas to
existing markets. Innovation is also recognised as important, as is exporting
Housing, connectivity and infrastructure, which encompasses transport and digital connectivity as
well as land for housing and employment and where the strategy also identifies ‘rural proofing’
economic policies as important . It also discusses natural capital and the opportunities for
managing and augmenting this for the benefit of residents, businesses including growth
opportunities and risk management and visitors
Employment, skills and learning -which includes enhancing skills and learning, to improve the
economic potential of the workforce. It also makes reference to seeking to develop innovative
ways to better link together more remote rural and coastal communities, and wider groups that
are underrepresented in our workforce, to areas of growth and demand.
The emphasis on transformational growth in some high value sectors is maintained as a cross cutting
theme, with these sectors including advanced manufacturing and marine building on the marine cluster in
Plymouth , developing a healthcare cluster in the field of healthy ageing, and building on the
environmental science expertise in Exeter which includes data analytics.
Inclusive growth is a cross cutting theme in this strategy, which includes addressing issues of deprivation
and regeneration in rural areas and ensuring inclusivity spatially. Natural Capital is also cross cutting in that
the economy and environment are closely linked and particularly so in tourism and it can be harnessed to
support economic growth although this must be without over-exploitation. Maximising the potential from
digital technology is also seen as important, with a need to improve digital capability as much as digital
infrastructure.
HotSW LEP has now gone on to develop a Local Industrial Strategy (LIS which is in draft form awaiting
Government signoff at the time of writing. It is heavily informed by the Productivity Strategy. The LIS will
focus on key parts of the local economy which can catalyse productivity growth and so raise prosperity. It
builds on the five ‘foundations’ for productivity set out in the UK’s Industrial Strategy Ideas, People,
Infrastructure, Business Environment, and Places and identifies three areas where the HotSW area has
world class potential digital futures, high tech engineering and clean energy . Emerging documents
indicate that the opportunity and challenge is to link these transformational opportunities into other places
and sectors in HotSW e.g. better use of enabling technologies in the tourism and hospitality sector.
Neither the HotSW LEP’s Productivity Strategy or the developing Local Industrial Strategy make explicit
reference to market towns. However there is clearly a concern and discussion around both the importance
of traditional rural enterprise sectors but their struggling productivity issues, and the need/opportunity to
take advantage of developing technologies which has both physical requirements space, infrastructure as
well as business support and skills implications to build capacity, capabilities and opportunities. As with the
earlier discussion on market towns, it very much emphasises the need to embrace change and see this as
an opportunity.
Na i al C
e
The UK Industrial Strategy published in November
, set out the five foundations for productivity as
above , together with four ‘Grand Challenges’, areas where Britain could lead a global revolution artificial
Local Industrial Strategy Progress Statement February

and Progress Statement

August

intelligence and big data, clean growth, the future of mobility and meeting the needs of an ageing society .
The development of local industrial strategies flows from this overarching UK one and particularly its
‘place’ foundation, to build on local strengths.
One proposed activity under the heading of Business Environment was that of Sector Deals – partnerships
between Government and industry to increase sector productivity. The Tourism Sector Deal was published
in June
and proposed infrastructure investments in hotel rooms, and attractions including the
natural and built heritage to capitalise on increasing numbers of visitors, as well as investments in people
e.g. apprenticeships, career development so growth in visitors could lead to growth in well paid job
opportunities. It also seeks to grow off season tourism and proposed introduction of ‘up to five’ Tourism
Zones for areas wanting to grow their off season offer, as one opportunity although further development
of this Sector Deal is still to happen . There is also a Creative Sector Deal, one for the construction sector,
as well as some high value, new and ‘disruptive’ sectors such as Artificial Intelligence.
Other activities/areas introduced by the UK Industrial Strategy include the development of T level
qualifications, a focus on development of STEM skills at school/FE and HE levels, driving up digital skills, and
moving towards a more circular economy to raise productivity by using resources more efficiently increasing resilience and regenerating natural capital. It also touches on supporting scale up businesses
small and medium sized businesses that have the capacity to grow and achieve high potential where one
implication of this could be the need for a range of enterprise space sizes to enable businesses to grow in
their own locality.
Whilst market towns are again not a specifically discussed entity in the UK Industrial Strategy, it does
reference the need that all areas including rural towns and their hinterlands should be able to benefit
from economic growth, and suggests that ‘ o n ho ld be able o demon a e ha he can o k
collabo a i el i h local b ine and ci ic leade o de elop inno a i e ol ion and a ac p i a e
in e men ’.

O he

e ea ch

One brief review of some wider UK research/policy related to Market Towns provides some other useful
insights. A
research report into the role of the market towns in the Northern Powerhouse included
discussion on how a town can contribute to productivity by developing solutions making use of its
community capital. It considers that productivity is about working smarter better use of resources
including human resources . It also brings forward an OECD view that productivity should also include
efficiency that reduces impact on the environment. By community capital, the report means social capital
people’s connections in the community , human capital people’s individual skills and expertise , natural
capital natural resources and ecosystems and built capital which covers both the built infrastructure and
people’s own basic necessities . Making changes and developing local solutions needs to recognise
strengths and weaknesses across these different elements of community capital and find new ways of
doing things that combine resources including human resources , technological change and new business
models. Arguably this could be seen as sustainable development, but described through a slightly different
lens. However it is a useful and slightly different and wider slant on productivity

The Northern Powerhouse – where do market towns fit in? A report by RSA Fellowship, March
Society for the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce

RSA - Royal

A research paper in
discussed the theme of settlement patterns, urban form and sustainability . It
explored the relationship of settlement patterns and urban form with economic productivity to see how
this can be boosted. It notes that concentration of people, resources and activities helps to generate
economic growth, better use of resources and innovation. The role of transport is a significant part of this
discussion increased accessibility can aid business clustering, complementarity, supply chains – but can
lead to congestion and other issues . It discusses increased density and land use mixes to encourage modal
shift from the car to walking, cycling and public transport; with a reduction in car use meaning excess car
parks/road space can be put to more productive uses. It also discusses some of the issues – for example
higher density can have negative health and wellbeing impacts. It can lead to higher rents – so people
relocate further away from jobs and commute. It emphasises the inter-related nature of economic
productivity with other factors such as the transport and housing infrastructure. Overall it suggests ‘la ge
and compac e lemen pa e n
ppo economic p od c i i b ed cing he di ance be een home
and job and making efficien e of inf a
c e ne o k
There has been some initial survey work undertaken by the KWAC Neighbourhood Planning team.
responses to a public questionnaire in March
provided feedback on various topics including on
business, employment and economy. The independent shops and farmers market were widely supported.
Employment was seen as key to improving the area long term. Tourism was seen as ‘necessary’ and more
leisure activities including marine as essential. The consultation elicited a number of policy and aspiration
proposals that included:
Keeping existing employment land in employment use and expanding such uses
Encouraging some businesses who don’t need a central site to consider relocation to another site
in the area, enabling re-use of some sites which in turn could help to e.g. bring in new
employment uses, enable small start up premises
More training and meeting spaces to support home working
Town centre public realm improvements and more pop up uses
Support for G infrastructure provision
Mentoring of new business start ups including those coming into the area
Marketing Kingsbridge as a good work-life balance location – to draw in new business
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KWAC a d Sal

e a i he

Economic Activity Rates
Parish Census
data shows the total number of people aged between - and who could be
economically active, dividing these into those who were economically active and those who were not.
Chart . indicates the absolute numbers of people as at
whilst Table . sets this out in terms of the
percentage.
In terms of percentages, economic activity rates in the KWAC parishes were very similar to those of
England and slightly higher than South Hams, whilst those in the Saltstone parishes were lower. However,
further analysis of the data shows that of those aged - in the Saltstone parishes, a far higher
proportion were retired than in the KWAC parishes. This could help explain the difference.

Settlement patterns, urban form and sustainability – an evidence review. Royal Town Planning Institute. Research
Paper, May
.
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KWAC parishes

,
,

Saltstone parishes

,

All parishes

,
,
Economically active:
Total

Source, Census

Table

ONS. QS

P ece

Saltstone parishes
South Hams
England
Source, Census

EW - Economic activity

age ec

KWAC parishes

ONS. QS

Economically inactive:
Total

micall ac i e i KWAC a d he Sal

Economically
active
.
.
.
.

e Pa i he

Economically
inactive
.
.
.
.

EW - Economic activity

More detail on economic activity is set out in Tables . and . below. Usefully this also provides an
indication of the balance between employee and self employment. The KWAC parishes had a higher than
England average of part time employees and conversely a much lower number of full time employees
likely to reflect the higher levels of employment in the retail and accommodation and food sectors . The
number of self employed was much higher than the England average, particularly so in the rural hinterland
and which could reflect in part employment in agriculture. It also indicates the above average number of
retired people, some of whom may be of working age well above England average although more in line
with the South Hams average . This was particularly so in the rural hinterland

This dataset includes all those aged

-

.

Table

KWAC parishes

N mbe

Saltstone parishes
All parishes

KWAC parishes

Pe ce

Saltstone parishes
All parishes

Table

KWAC parishes
Saltstone parishes

South Hams
England

ec

micall ac i e a d i ac i e b ca eg

,
,

,
,
,

aged

Economically
Economically
Economically Economically
All categories:
active: Selfactive: SelfEconomically
active:
active:
Economic
employed with employed with
active: Total
Employee:
Employee:
activity
employees:
employees:
Part-time
Full-time
Part-time
Full-time

,
,
,

Economically
active: Selfemployed
without
employees:
Part-time

Economically
active: Selfemployed
without
employees:
Full-time

.
.
.

2.6

.
.
.

Economically
Economically
Economically Economically
All categories:
active: Selfactive: SelfEconomically
active:
active:
Economic
employed with employed with
active: Total % Employee:
Employee:
activity
employees:
employees:
Part-time %
Full-time %
Part-time %
Full-time %

3.6

.
.
.

Economically
active: Selfemployed
without
employees:
Part-time %

7.1

.
.
.

Economically
active: Selfemployed
without
employees:
Full-time %

6.3

.
.
.

4.9

.
.
.

Economically Economically
active:
active: FullUnemployed time student

0.5

,

.
.
.

,
,
,

,
,

Economically
Economically
Economically
Economically
inactive:
Economically
inactive:
inactive: Long- Economically
inactive:
Student
inactive: Total
Looking after
term sick or
inactive: Other
Retired
(including fullhome or family
disabled
time students)

,
,
,

55.2

aged

.
.
.

micall ac i e a d i ac i e b ca eg

19.6

age ec

.
.
.

64.5

.
.

19.3

10.4

.
.

14.5

10.4

.
.

13.5

9.8

.
.

7.3

4.9

.
.

Economically
Economically
active:
active: FullUnemployed
time student %
%

69.9

.
.

45.5

,
,
,
,

31.3

,

30.1

Economically
Economically
inactive:
Economically
Economically Economically
inactive:
Economically
Student
inactive: Longinactive: Total
inactive:
Looking after
inactive: Other
(including fullterm sick or
%
Retired %
home or family
%
time students)
disabled %
%
%

South Hams

KWAC parishes

England

figures rounded . NB Note percentages by active or inactive sub category are as a percentage of total

Saltstone parishes

Source:
Census: Table QS
EW - Economic activity. All
economically active or total economically inactive

Qualifications
Economic activity and employment by industry is then also reflected in qualification levels . The
KWAC parishes had a higher than South Hams average although equal to England average
percentage of those aged or over with no qualifications. Conversely the wider Saltstone parishes
had a much higher than England percentage of people with Level or above qualifications although
equal to the South Hams average .

Table

N mbe

Number of
residents aged
16+ with
different levels
of
qualifications
Total KWAC
parishes
Total Saltstone
parishes
South Hams
England

No
qualifycations

f e ide
Level 1
qualifications

aged
Level 2
qualifications

e b le el f
Apprenticeship

alifica i

Level 4
qualifications
and above

Level 3
qualifications

Other
qualifications

Total

1,277

760

984

250

717

1,529

259

5,776

1,742

1,182

1,635

402

1,123

3,339

368

9,791

12,047

8,433

11,361

3,044

8,456

23,946

2,581

69,868

9,656,810

5,714,441

6,544,614

1,532,934

5,309,631

11,769,361

2,461,829

42,989,620

Table

Pe ce

Percentage of
residents aged
16+ with
different levels
of
qualifications
Total KWAC
parishes
Total Saltstone
parishes
South Hams
England
Source: Census

age f e ide

aged

e b le el f

alifica i

Level 4
qualifications
and
above

Other
qualifications

No
qualifications

Level 1
qualifications

Level 2
qualifications

Apprent
-iceship

Level 3
qualifications

22

13

17

4

12

26

4

18

12

17

4

11

34

4

17

12

16

4

12

34

4

22

13

15

4

12

27

6

. Table QS

EW - Highest level of qualification. All percentage figures rounded

Data is available about school education and employment outcomes post . The following table,
produced in
gives the information for those aged in
from Kingsbridge Community
College as the table is compiled two years later i.e.
refers to
leavers . This shows that
of year olds stayed on in education, a majority at the College’s own th Form. This proportion
staying on in education is above the England and Devon Local Authority average.

Level – GCSE Grades - and equivalents. Level
GCSE Grades - and equivalents. Level
A levels and
equivalents. Level
higher apprenticeships, Certificate of higher education and equivalents. See
https://www.gov.uk/what-different-qualification-levels-mean/list-of-qualification-levels for details

Pupils staying in education or employment after Key Stage
(age )

Kingsbridge
Community
College

Local
authority

England

Pupils staying in education or employment for at least
terms after key stage
Pupils staying in education for at least terms after key
stage
Further education college or other further education
provider
School sixth form
Sixth form college
Other education destinations:
Pupils staying in apprenticeships for at least months after
key stage .
Pupils staying in employment for at least terms after key
stage
Pupils not staying in education or employment for at least
terms after key stage
Destination unknown

small

- .

small

- .

small

- .

Source: Gov.UK Find and Compare Schools in England. Pupil Destinations

leavers .

Earnings
Data on earnings is sourced from the Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings ASHE . This is only
available at District level and is based on use of PAYE so will exclude some businesses e.g. self
employed. The average median gross weekly pay of residents in South Hams District is shown in
the table below, which illustrates the discrepancy between and male and female wages note male
part time data was not available . It also illustrates the decline in wages between
and
with the one exception of female full time workers .

https://www.compare-school-performance.service.gov.uk/school/
/kingsbridge-academy/secondary
This is the mid point of the scale of figures. This avoids the figure being skewed by a few very high wage
figures which can happen if the average mean figure is used.
Although note that these figures do need to be treated with some caution as there is a confidence variation
of around
on some figures, which increases to nearly
on female full time worker figures – meaning it
could be within
plus or minus the figure given.
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.
Male Full Time Workers

Gross pay per week £

.

Female Full Time
Workers

.

Female Part Time
Workers

.

Male

.

Female
Total

.

Full Time Workers

.

Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, ONS

A review of gross annual pay of total residents of South Hams District compared to that of England
indicates falling average median pay in South Hams whereas the England average median is
rising. The data also suggests this is due to the fall in part time pay in South Hams.
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,
South Hams - total

Gross Annual Pay £

,
,

England - total

,

South Hams - full time

,

South Hams - part
time

,

England - full time

,
England - part time

Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, ONS

This figure combines full and part time pay. Again, note figures need to be treated with some element of
caution given confidence levels. Data for full and part time annual pay was not available for
for South
Hams.

It is also possible to compare the earnings of residents in South Hams with that of workplace
earnings in South Hams. Gross weekly pay has been used as there is consistently data at both
resident and workplace level for this, using total, full time and part time worker results. This shows
that resident earnings are above workplace earnings in South Hams, indicating that some residents
will be travelling out of South Hams to access higher paid jobs whilst those within South Hams are
generally lower earning ones.
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Gross Weekly pay £

.
.
.

Residents - total
Workplace - total
Residents - full time
Workplace - full time

.
.

Residents - part time
Workplace - part time

.

Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, ONS

Enterprises
The UK Business Count provides information on number of enterprises by industry type and also
size of enterprise. The lowest geography at which this information is available is Mid level Super
Output Area MSOA which is a larger geography than LSOAs see Map in Appendix .
data
for the number of enterprises by industry type for the five MSOAs covering the wider Kingsbridge
hinterland is shown in the table below. The MSOA broadly covering the KWAC area is highlighted in
pink. The two further MSOAs core to the wider Saltstone parishes hinterland are in green. The final
two MSOAs extend well beyond the Saltstone parishes boundary and are the most agricultural of the
five MSOAs from this data source. These are in light green.

This is largely based on VAT and PAYE records so will not be fully comprehensive of all businesses in an area
as some self employed businesses could be excluded.
The map in Appendix overlays the MSOA onto the parish base.
Note there are two further categories of industry type but no enterprises are recorded for these. They are T
– activities of households as employers; and U - activities of extraterritorial organisations and bodies

Table

N mbe

fE

e

i e b I d
E02004198 :
South Hams
010
20

E02004200
: South
Hams 012
80

E02004199
: South
Hams 011
105

E02004194
: South
Hams 006
165

E02004196
: South
Hams 008
135

0

0

0

0

0

25

20

15

25

30

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

60

70

50

70

55

G : Wholesale and retail trade; repair
of motor vehicles and motorcycles
H : Transportation and storage

55

70

35

70

75

10

10

5

5

10

I : Accommodation and food service
activities
J : Information and communication

35

40

30

25

40

15

15

10

35

15

K : Financial and insurance activities

10

5

0

5

5

L : Real estate activities

25

20

10

20

20

M : Professional, scientific and
technical activities
N : Administrative and support service
activities
O : Public administration and defence;
compulsory social security
P : Education

45

50

40

75

70

20

30

20

35

40

0

5

5

5

10

0

5

5

10

5

Q : Human health and social work
activities
R : Arts, entertainment and recreation

20

5

5

20

15

10

15

5

15

10

S : Other service activities

20

10

10

15

10

Industry
A : Agriculture, forestry and fishing
B : Mining and quarrying
C : Manufacturing
D : Electricity, gas, steam and air
conditioning supply
E : Water supply; sewerage, waste
management and remediation activities
F : Construction

Total
Source NOMIS UK Business Count data
necessarily true zeros.

. Note: some values are rounded down to zero. So zeros are not

Looking at this information comparatively across MSOAs and also with South Hams and England –
see Table . indicates:
The strong agricultural enterprise representation in the MSOAs with the exception of that
most KWAC related and in South Hams more generally, well above that for England
An above South Hams and England percentage of enterprises in the manufacturing and
construction sectors in the most KWAC related MSOA
An above England average percentage of enterprise in the accommodation and food sector
– in the KWAC related MSOA but also other MSOAs and also reflected in South Hams
generally, likely to be reflecting its tourism nature
Conversely, a considerably below England average representation of enterprises in
‘information and communication technologies’ and in ‘professional, scientific and technical
activities’, both sectors that might be associated with higher values and incomes

Table

Pe ce

age f E

e

i e b I d

E02004
198 :
South
Hams
010

E0200
4200 :
South
Hams
012

E02004
194 :
South
Hams
006

17.6

27.7

E0200
4196 :
South
Hams
008
24.5

A : Agriculture, forestry and
fishing
B : Mining and quarrying

5.4

E02004
199 :
South
Hams
011
29.6

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

C : Manufacturing

6.8

4.2

4.4

4.2

5.5

5.6

4.9

D : Electricity, gas, steam and
air conditioning supply
E : Water supply; sewerage,
waste management and
remediation activities
F : Construction

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.9

0.4

0.3

16.2

14.1

15.4

11.8

10.0

12.1

12.8

14.9

9.9

15.4

11.8

13.6

13.3

14.1

2.7

1.4

2.2

0.8

1.8

2.1

4.6

9.5

8.5

8.8

4.2

7.3

7.8

5.6

4.1

2.8

3.3

5.9

2.7

4.7

8.7

2.7

0.0

1.1

0.8

0.9

1.4

2.3

6.8

2.8

4.4

3.4

3.6

4.1

3.8

12.2

11.3

11.0

12.6

12.7

12.8

17.5

5.4

5.6

6.6

5.9

7.3

6.0

8.8

0.0

1.4

1.1

0.8

1.8

0.8

0.3

0.0

1.4

1.1

1.7

0.9

1.4

1.7

5.4

1.4

1.1

3.4

2.7

3.4

3.7

2.7

1.4

3.3

2.5

1.8

2.6

2.5

5.4

2.8

2.2

2.5

1.8

3.1

3.8

Industry

G : Wholesale and retail trade;
repair of motor vehicles and
motorcycles
H : Transportation and storage
I : Accommodation and food
service activities
J : Information and
communication
K : Financial and insurance
activities
L : Real estate activities
M : Professional, scientific and
technical activities
N : Administrative and support
service activities
O : Public administration and
defence; compulsory social
security
P : Education
Q : Human health and social
work activities
R : Arts, entertainment and
recreation
S : Other service activities
Source: NOMIS, UK Business Count

South
Hams
District

England

18.0

4.2

.

The same dataset indicates size of enterprise. This shows the high number of micro enterprises –
although in the KWAC related MSOA, this is very similar to the England average

Table

Pe ce

Number of
employees
micro small
medium
-

age f E

E02004198
: South
Hams 010

e

i e b em l

E02004199
: South
Hams 011

E02004200
: South
Hams 012

me

i e

E02004194
: South
Hams 006

E02004196
: South
Hams 008

South
Hams

England

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

.
.

large
Source: NOMIS, UK Business Count

Employment by Industry
The Business Register and Employment Survey open access provides data on employment by
industry at LSOA level. This is annual information with the following table setting out the
figures on a percentage basis
is the latest data available . Some data is suppressed at this level
however, due to small numbers involved e.g. agriculture.
The data very much supports the same emphasis as indicated in the Business Counts. However it
usefully gives some further nuance to this by virtue of the smaller geography it is available at.
Appendix includes a table which give the percentage of employment by sector to enable
comparisons. It indicates that although employment in some sectors may be under/overrepresented there may be one LSOA which is different. For example there is one LSOA in the KWAC
area East Kingsbridge – which includes Garden Mill industrial estate which is higher than the
England percentage for professional and scientific sector - although generally this is an underrepresented sector. It also reinforces the strong focus on accommodation and food services in the
Kingsbridge town centre area and in its wider Saltstone area with the one exception of the East
Allington/Loddiswell LSOA, where other industrial estates are located .
In terms of absolute numbers, Appendix also gives total employment numbers by LSOA for
reference. Note that this data source is not a complete number of all employment as it is based on
VAT registered and PAYE using business. It will therefore exclude some employment e.g. some self
employed.
Unemployment
Data on those claiming benefits principally for reasons of unemployment Job Seekers Allowance
and Universal Credit where this is associated with having to be available/seek work is available
through the Claimant Count. This can be sourced at LSOA level, for those aged
. Chart . shows
trend data numbers of claimants for the three core KWAC LSOAs and the eight LSOAs related to the
Saltstone parishes. Both show the sharp increase due to the Covid- pandemic. The largest
proportion of the claimants are in the - age group see three further tables of claimants by age
in Appendix . Claimants by age also indicates the higher growth in claimant counts in the Saltstone
parishes over the past years of the - and
age groups, compared to KWAC. Conversely
KWAC has seen more in the - age group.

Claima

C

Total Number aged

Cha

KWAC LSOAs
Saltstone LSOAs

Source: Claimant Count, ONS

Research and Development
Data on R D I is limited and for larger geographies only. HMRC publishes data on number and
value of R D Tax Credits annually. The September
publication is based on
statistics.
Nationally it indicates that the greatest number of R D tax credit claims by SMEs most relevant to
the KWAC area came from the manufacturing, information and communications and
professional/scientific and technical sectors sectors which are not that well represented in the
KWAC/Saltstone area . Around
of all UK claims came from SMEs in the South West region.
However this data may under-represent R D activity as some businesses may undertake work that
wouldn’t qualify under this scheme or may be unaware of the scheme.
Industry Sector
A. Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing
B. Mining Quarrying
C. Manufacturing
D. Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning
E. Water, Sewerage and Waste,
F. Construction
G. Wholesale Retail Trade, Repairs
H. Transport Storage
I. Accommodation Food
J. Information Communication
K. Financial Insurance
L. Real Estate
M. Professional, Scientific Technical
N. Admin Support Services
O. Public Administration, Defence Social Services
P. Education

Number of SME Scheme claims

,

,
,

,

,
,

There are three schemes: The SME scheme, the large company scheme and R D expenditure credits also
for large companies .

Q. Health Social Work
R. Arts, Entertainment Recreation
S. Other services activities
Total
Source: HMRC Research and Development Tax Credits Statistics
based on
claims.

,
, released September

and

Broadband
Connecting Devon and Somerset provides information on broadband available. The map for
Mbps roll out indicates the following for the Kingsbridge area. This is Phase of superfast
broadband roll out which Connecting Devon and Somerset indicates is nearing completion. It
indicates that the immediate KWAC area should be well covered by the Phase rollout, as should
main settlements in the hinterland, although more isolated rural locations may not be covered.

Source: Enlarged extract from Phase Roll out map, Connecting Devon and Somerset website.

A Phase II is in progress although it has/is changing in approach. Current activity noted on the
website includes ‘ad ancing a ne collabo a ion i h BT o e end co e age in al a ea
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The following diagram summarises some of the key points emerging from the policy and data
review. Broadly there have been two strands of policy support. The first for what are termed the
‘bedrock sectors’ which are strongly associated with rural areas, and the second for
‘transformational opportunities’ to build higher value business growth.

https://connectingdevonandsomerset.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/

/

/Phase- -Map.jpg
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Transformational Opportunities

Support for ‘Bedrock
Sectors’
Tourism
Agriculture
Food and drink
Higher volume, lower value
Theme: Town Centre
Regeneration

PRODUCTIVITY
A growing
emphasis

capitalising on distinctive
assets for higher value
business growth
key sectors e.g. marine,
healthcare
now moving towards key
sectors of digital futures,
high tech engineering, clean
energy

Underpinning 'infrastructure'/Conditions for Growth
Employment sites and premises
Digital infrastructure
Skills and training
Transport

and more recent cross cutting themes:
Business leadership, ideas, innovation
Inclusive growth
Low carbon/zero carbon economic growth

Data shows that the KWAC and Saltstone business sector structure is more in line with the core
sectors scenario. Key points arising from data analysis include:

Self employment above national average
Above average part time employees in KWAC area, likely linked to the above
average emphasis on the wholesale/retail and accommodation food sectors
A high proportion of potentially economic active
but retired people in the
Saltstone area
Higher level qualifications in Saltstone area than KWAC
Falling average annual pay in South Hams
Residents’ earnings above workplace earnings in South Hams
A below England average representation of enterprises in ‘information and
communication technologies’ and in ‘professional, scientific and technical
activities’, both sectors that might be associated with higher values and incomes
Predominance of micro enterprises - employees
Trend towards higher numbers of unemployed over time in the Saltstone area
compared to KWAC area
Unemployment has risen sharply since Jan
SME R D particularly associated with information communications,
professional/scientific and manufacturing sectors nationally
Devon Somerset superfast Phase Broadband roll out reported as almost
complete.
Productivity has been a growing underpinning theme to economic policy recently, in terms of both
developing higher value added business opportunities continuing a focus on key sectors for this ,
and how the bedrock sectors can also develop their productivity potential. In an economic sense
productivity is generally interpreted as efficiency of production and measured in terms of output per
unit of input. However one research paper reviewed broadened the definition of productivity in the
context of a market town:
Productivity is about
working smarter better
use of resources – human,
natural, social, built

This could be a helpful interpretation moving forward, as could a potentially changing focus on key
growth sectors that includes digital futures and clean energy.
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Clearly the impact of Covid- could now have major implications, although exactly what these
might be is still unknown. This section reviews some recent briefings, reports and other information
about possible repercussions of the pandemic relevant for this research report.
An Insight report from the consultancy Lichfields in July
had surveyed Local Authorities and
Local Enterprise Partnerships nationally in June
, to see how they were responding to the
economic impacts of the Covid- pandemic. This indicated that the hospitality sector, recreation
and education, together with retail, healthcare, real estate and manufacturing were taking the initial
main economic impacts all sectors that are more dominant in the KWAC area . The impact on other
sectors such as ICT or professional and technical services not very represented in KWAC at that
point had not been so severe. Broadly, respondents were expecting to see barriers and challenges to
economic recovery for at least the next months. The more recent issue of rising Covid- case
numbers may well have amended these views further, pushing the potential for economic recovery
further into the future. Nearly
of the respondents were planning to revisit and update their
local economic strategies. The report noted priorities for guiding economic recovery of the next
months as including:
‘Re-skilling the local workforce to match those made redundant with new employment
opportunity
Developing sector specific support packages to shore-up those worst affected and
encourage innovation within growth sectors
Supporting the development industry to kick start investment and economic activity
Boosting business resilience and future-proofing against further disruption’
Lichfields also produced a July Insight Report on supporting the recovery of town centres . It noted
that town centres had already been going through major restructuring pre – pandemic, which has
now been accelerated by it. It notes some recent factors of change as including:
An increasing functional demand to work remotely
An increasing demand to shop remotely and more locally, alongside a decreasing demand
for retail floorspace
More homes being delivered above ground floor uses in and on the edge of town centres
Greater representation of schools, health centres and local community and learning uses on
the high street
Greater sharing of uses and across a longer opening time – it cites examples such as cycle
shops becoming community cycle hubs in the evening or daytime coffee bars becoming
evening wine bars
Investment in public realm and local markets to reinvigorate high streets
It suggests a positive approach to planning for town centres is needed, including supporting
independent businesses, and attracting new investment.
Planning for Covid- economic recovery – How are local areas responding? Insight Focus July
Lichfields
Supporting the recovery of high streets and town centres, Insight Report, July
, Lichfields

.

Other articles have been about workspace. An article by McKinseys in June
suggests that
organisations will need to re-imagine the office in the light of the home working experience brought
on by the Covid- pandemic. It has unlocked the opportunity for different ways of using office
space e.g. the balance between individual offices or collaboration space. The article suggests office
space could become more tailored to specific organisational needs rather than a standard product .
The implication of this for KWAC might be a need to consider flexible adaptable spaces rather than
a more conventional office offer . The need for flexibility is echoed in a statement from the CEO of
Workspace a Real Estate Investment Trust that owns and manages workspace in properties
across London in June
, who commented that ‘The comme cial p ope ma ke i being
edefined a o nd fa changing c ome e i emen
i h lea e and pace fle ibili becoming
inc ea ingl impo an
Flexible spaces are not just a Covid response. It has been a growing trend
anyway, which the Covid pandemic has reinforced, with its requirement for much more agile
working arrangements. Such requirements could combine home working with the need for meeting
space, spaces for collaborative working and for individual working.
Closer to home, Team Devon a partnership of Councils in Devon, other public sector organisations,
business and community stakeholders produced a Devon economy recovery prospectus in July
. This suggested that Devon is predicted to be the th worst affected County in England. It
reports that:
Around
of all Devon business were closed during the lockdown phase
Almost
of all those in work both employed and self-employed were furloughed, or
were seeking self-employment support due to not being able to work
Unemployment has increased by
in the three months to June
The Devon economy is predicted to shrink by
by March
It predicts the next months as being very challenging, and that some sectors such as tourism and
hospitality could take much longer to return to
income and employment levels. The
Prospectus, which is a bid for funding to support recovery, sets out four core areas for this; in
relation to supporting businesses, places where market towns are included , people and emerging
opportunities to drive a green and inclusive recovery . It includes:
A range of actions proposed to support ‘bedrock sectors’ tourism, agriculture, food and
drink, retail and construction – all relevant in the KWAC area including business support,
financial support and training/re-training
Support for businesses, looking forward at future higher value jobs and potential growth
sectors e.g. digital technology, sustainable tourism and ‘staycationing’, ‘buy local’ food and
drink using digital, storage and logistics solution, extending social enterprises and building

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/reimagining-the-office-and-worklife-after-covidhttps://www.workspace.co.uk/investors/ceo-s-statement
Team Devon Covid- Economy and Business Recovery Prospectus, July
.
https://www.devon.gov.uk/coronavirus-advice-in-devon/document/team-devon-covid- -economy-andbusiness-recovery-prospectus/
One recent article about potential of community businesses to be involved in town centre regeneration is
here from Plymouth Social Enterprise Network : https://enhancesocialenterprise.org.uk/
/ / /thebattle-for-our-high-streets-time-is-ripe-for-community-business/

new business models. One model mentioned is community wealth building . This promotes
a new approach to economic development built on locally productive forms of business so
that wealth is kept in the local community. It focuses on growing small locally owned
enterprises, allied to key ‘anchor organisations’ locally – often public sector providers such
as the NHS or local authority – who are encouraged to invest more in the local economy.
Torbay Council is currently developing a community wealth building approach
Support for city, towns and rural communities where actions include support for high street
regeneration, extending the Devon Work Hub programme, and seeking increased
investment for town centre living
Support for people and the workforce, with actions proposed including sector skills
development, adult basic skills, technical skills development in growth and foundation
sectors, and increasing sustainability of apprenticeships and traineeships
Supporting opportunities utilising globally significant assets, with four key programmes
proposed; around green recovery addressing carbon emissions from homes and
businesses , clean mobility, targeted support at high growth businesses, and support for
high value manufacturing
Examples of more practical support for market towns from elsewhere include:
Aylesham Town Council in Norfolk has recently launched a call for ideas to plan for its post
Covid market town, based on putting pedestrians at the heart of its recovery
A number of market towns in Huntingdonshire are to receive connections to free public wifi
spots through a Council/LEP funded programme -Cambwifi seen as part of activities to
bolster post Covid economic recovery, encouraging people to shop locally and support local
businesses. Similarly there are plans to make l a eliable and gigabi capable f ll fib e
b oadband a ailable o ma ke o n and illage ac o he We Midland to support
post Covid economic recovery
A September article in the Yorkshire Post highlighted a District’s tourism recovery planning
where market towns are seen as central locations to ‘ ein igo a e he ec o a in e e in
a ca ion oa and where a business and tourism economy advisor has been brought in
Other relevant trends discussed in articles include:
Changing supply chains with potentially a move towards more regional/closer to home ones
rather than global
See https://cles.org.uk/publications/recovery-reform/ for a paper on this.
https://www.torbay.gov.uk/news/tda/
It indicates this for three pilot areas unspecified , vacant high street buildings and use of local
apprenticeship programmes in construction
https://www.edp .co.uk/news/aylsham-revamp-ideas-revealed- https://www.ukauthority.com/articles/huntingdonshire-market-towns-get-cambwifi/
https://www.expressandstar.com/news/science-and-technology/
staffordshire-and-shropshire-towns/

/

/

/broadband-upgrade-for-

https://www.yorkshirepost.co.uk/news/politics/all-good-yorkshiremen-we-always-end-coming-backyorkshire-tourism-boss-returns-old-patch-help-coronavirus-recovery-

A premium on efficiency and agility of a workplace
More contactless shopping and greater reliance on e-commerce
Increased delivery and curbside pick-ups e.g. Royal Mail is just about to launch a new home
pick up service
Prioritising cleanliness and associated with customer trust
More quality of life versus work decisions e.g. moving from urban to rural locations, which
could increase pressures on local housing markets
More remote working and reduced travel associated with this – and in turn this means
businesses may need to invest in collaboration platforms and other tools to facilitate this
More e-learning for skills development
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Nationally, ONS has been reporting the results of the ‘Business Impacts of Coronavirus’ survey on
a monthly basis. Although they are only a snapshot of respondents at a national level, the results do
provide some interesting insights into business perceptions. Some of the October results are brought
together below with considerably more available . Table . looks at business plans before the
pandemic and now. It indicates accommodation and food sector as one of those with the largest
percentage of respondents who have postponed/cancelled expansion plans, along with the arts and
recreation sector and ‘other services’. The education sector has both the highest percentage of
businesses that still have greater expansion plans as well as a higher proportion who have
postponed/cancelled expansion plans.
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Business's plans on
expanding prior to
pandemic
Yes
No
Not
sure

Mining and Quarrying
Manufacturing
Water Supply,
Sewerage, Waste
Management
Construction
Wholesale And Retail
Trade; Vehicle Repair

la

Whether the pandemic has affected business's plans to
expand
Plans are No
Plans are Plans
more
change less
postponed
ambitious
ambitious or cancelled
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This is based on responses from a voluntary fortnightly business survey, which seeks to capture businesses
responses on how their turnover, workforce prices, trade and business resilience have been affected in the
st
th
previous two week period. The October survey is based on the period
September to
October
which had c ,
respondents across all industry sectors.

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/output/datasets/businessimpac
tofcovid surveybicsresults. See also ‘Coronavirus and the latest indicators for the UK economy and
society:

October

, ONS’
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Transportation And
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Source : Business Impacts of Coronavirus Survey, October

Wave
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edition results , ONS

In terms of impact on turnover compared to usual expectations for the same time period, few
industry sectors have seen any increase in turnover. Information and communication is the only
sector where just over
of respondents reported turnover as unaffected. Most, not
unsurprisingly had experienced a decrease in turnover.
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Source : Business Impacts of Coronavirus Survey, October
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edition results , ONS

At a regional level, Business West undertook a business survey in August
in South West
England. Results based on
respondents indicated that
had current concerns about their
business’s financial position at that point, rising to
in the future. However the report went on to
note that this was a noticeable improvement compared to an earlier survey in April, where the
comparable figures were
and
. It reported that
of respondents felt it would be a year
or more before businesses recovered to pre-lockdown levels, whilst a further
felt they would
not do so and
were concerned with just surviving. Conversely
said they had experienced
business growth and a further
that they had already recovered. The remainder expected to
recover within months.
The survey also asked whether businesses have delayed any key plans as a result of the pandemic.
The three key themes to responses which the report points out are all important ones for business
growth and development were:
Recruitment
and staff training and skills development
Exploring new markets – domestic
and international
Product development
, investments in new plant
and research and development
activities
Moving to new premises was identified by
of respondents
The report also discussed the implications on the workforce in terms of hours and pay, noting that
of respondents with employees had either cut their working hours or were planning to, whilst
had reduced salaries. It commented that the impacts of contraction in demand for goods and
services are much wider than just about job losses – they reflect in hours worked and take home
pay, meaning many more people under-employed. It suggests the move towards more part time
working might be a longer term trend which will have impacts on household purchasing power. It
also saw home working as a longer term trend with
of respondents planning on greater use of
homeworking for some or all of their employees. Others were looking at more flexible working
hours, part time and job sharing arrangements.
It commented that the implications for employment land and premises was less clear, with
seeing no change to their requirements,
wanting larger premises for social distancing
Trading through Coronavirus; The Coronavirus Business Impact Survey Report, Business West, August

purposes ,
having less requirement because of remote working and
planning on closing
their business space entirely to move to remote working. The report said ‘O
e e l ho
ha he ecen h pe a o nd he dea h of he office i no bo ne o b b ine e in o egion
On business travel the report noted that
of respondents were increasing use of video
conferencing to reduce travel budgets whilst
were supporting increased use of cycling and
increased use of electric bikes and scooters. Alongside this
were investing in infrastructure to
support this e.g. bike sheds, electric charging points.
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HMRC publishes data on use down to local authority level of the Coronavirus Job Retention
Scheme CJRT and the Self Employment Income Support Scheme SEISS which has gone through
two grant periods so far the first to mid July and the second to end October .
On CJRT, the October statistics indicate that
of those potentially eligible for the furlough
scheme in South Hams had actually been furloughed, with a slightly higher proportion of women
furloughed
than men
. Across the Devon districts the rates are very similar, between .
Nationally, the data shows that
of eligible employers in the accommodation and food sector
had taken up the furlough scheme,
in wholesale/retail,
in arts/entertainment/recreation,
in construction and
in manufacturing. In some potentially higher value sectors proportions
furloughs were still evident – e.g.
of eligible Information Communications employers and
of eligible professional, scientific and technical sector employers. Note, in all cases it is a proportion
of staff being furloughed, not all staff.
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Take-up rate

In terms of the SEISS, the most recent data available relates to the second grant period and claims to
the end of September
. It indicates that overall
of all those eligible have sought funding
support from this source. This is below the overall South West rate at
and slightly below the
Devon rate
. By way of comparison, the July release gives claims up to the end of June which
had a higher take up rate.
Nationally, by far the largest proportion of claims in the nd grant period came from the construction
sector
of assessed eligible population . There is no comparable local authority data.
Wholesale/retail was at
and the accommodation and food sector at .
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South Hams: Those in receipt of SEISS grant

Total potentially eligible population
Total no. of claims made to
Total value of claims made to
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SEISS grant
- Claims to
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,
,
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,

Total Take-Up Rate
Source: HMRC Self Employment Income Support Scheme Statistics July and October
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Much of the evidence work discussed earlier on employment land requirements and retail and
leisure needs was premised on use class regulations which define uses by category and where
planning permission is linked with these use and permission required to change between different
use classes.
A new Use Class Regulation came into force in England in September
that has changed these .
A number of uses that were in separate classes have now been merged into a single Use Class E.
Others have been separated out meaning they will require specific planning permissions for change
of use. A new community class has been introduced F , F .
This will have implications for the future of town centres, not least because safeguarding B office
related uses could become more difficult as it is part of the new wider Class E. It could also have
other significant impact on town centre planning for the future both positively e.g. allowing for
more variable uses and different uses in the same building concurrently or at different times of day
and negatively e.g. competition might price out some of the lower profit more community based
activities such as nurseries or learning .
There has been discussion in the Planning press about potential for unintended consequences of this
change e.g. reducing the ‘town centre first’ approach which has been an important part of planning
policy for a number of years. The guidance accompanying the regulations also makes clear that
Article Directions, which are sometimes used by local authorities to disallow permitted
development rights, cannot be used to restrict change of uses between different uses in the same
Use Class. Other ways of managing change could therefore be more important e.g. working with

Town and Country Planning Use Classes Amendment England Order
Lichfields consultancy has usefully summarised the changes in a chart which can be found at
https://lichfields.uk/media/
/guide-to-the-use-classes-order-in-england.pdf; also see
https://lichfields.uk/content/news/
/october/ /england-planning-news-october/ section and
https://www.planningportal.co.uk/info/
/common_projects/ /change_of_use
Note that at the time of writing there is an outstanding legal challenge to the new Use Class Order, due to be
th
heard on October https://rightscommunityaction.co.uk/latest-news/planning-judicial-review-preaction-protocol-letter-issued/ The outcome of this is not yet known.

landlords and building owners, types of leases, adaptability of spaces. Longer term there may also
be further changes to Use Class regulations .
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Summarising some key points from this brief review of Covid impacts suggests:
The impact of the pandemic has particularly hit some sectors such as hospitality, retail and
recreation – which are all important sectors in the KWAC area
The expectation amongst businesses is that business challenges will continue for at least
another months. The Devon Recovery Plan Prospectus puts this at months. There is no
quick fix and the implication is that economic development needs to be planned over a long
time period
Nationally business surveys show businesses are delaying investment plans – particularly so
in the accommodation and food sector. Regionally, a South West business survey indicates
businesses are delaying action on areas that support business growth e.g. skills
development. Both these factors suggest scope for immediate change is quite limited
The pandemic will accelerate town centre re-structuring something which had already
started pre-pandemic . It could lead to a need for more shared uses, more community and
learning uses, public realm investments, support for independent businesses. This could
provide opportunities for more temporary uses to test new business products and markets,
working arrangement and new community uses
A recent change to planning’s Use Class Order has introduced a new Use Class Class E
which brings together several previously separate use classes into one, intended to support
developing town centre vitality. It could however have some other possibly unintended and
negative consequences. Other means to planning may become important in managing town
centre change and monitoring change could be really important and valuable
The use of offices is likely to change and potentially a need for more flexible spaces and
leases to provide for agile working arrangements; although a recent South West business
survey indicated businesses were ambivalent about employment land and premises needs
There are higher levels of under-employment now, as a consequence of reduced hours and
pay resulting from the pandemic’s impact on business. Temporary business activities in the
town centre might be one opportunity to provide alternative business opportunities to
support both those under and unemployed
Devon’s Recovery Plan includes proposals for business support looking at higher value jobs
as well as supporting bedrock sectors tourism, food and drink, agriculture, retail and
construction . These include supporting social enterprises and new business models eg
community wealth building; as well as supporting high street recovery, extending the Devon
Work Hub programme and supporting ‘green recovery’ – all proposals that could be relevant
to KWAC
Other potential trends include a move towards more local supply chains, more quality of life
versus work decisions, more remote working. These trends could all play towards supporting

Note also that there are significant wider planning reforms proposed in a government White Paper
published in August
‘Planning for the Future’. The consultation period on the White Paper has recently
concluded and responses are being analysed. https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/planning-forthe-future

existing and attracting new business to the KWAC area – and might also create pressures e.g
on the housing market
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Neighbourhood Plans from elsewhere in the South West region and further afield have been
reviewed for their approach to market town and economic development support approaches. These
have been reviewed and summarised in Table . below, with a view to identifying any potential
approaches from these that could be relevant for the KWAC Neighbourhood Plan and an economic
development strategy underpinning that.
The review has focused on
How/whether the market town role is acknowledged ‘up front’ in the Neighbourhood Plan
and is underpinning its rationale
How/whether its overall and/or economic objectives reflect the market town role; and the
economic role
What relevant economic policies are included
Whether there are other useful community aspirations discussed in the Plan and
what/how/where these are
Whether there is any discussion of community initiatives already undertaken that could be
useful exemplars
Other comments on useful/interesting aspects of the Plan
In total nine Neighbourhood Plans are reviewed in the table, nearly all Plans that are now adopted
and therefore been found sound by an Inspector. A number of other Plans were also initially
reviewed but those with some very particular focus or approach e.g. one Plan dealt almost entirely
with small geographic areas within a town and masterplanning at this level or no real market town
relevance were not included. The Plans reviewed here are:
Frome, Somerset
Bude-Stratton, Cornwall
Caistor, Lincolnshire
Castle Cary, Somerset
Much Wenlock, Shropshire
Totnes , Devon
Sturminster Newton, Dorset
Kippax, Leeds
Uppingham, Rutland

Does not
specifically
identify as a
market town in

Not discussed
as such.
Addressing the
need for self
reliance and
global issues
such as climate
change

Market Town
status

Aim: ‘To encourage opportunities
for economic development and
employment over and above the
traditional tourist sector’.

Aim: to ensure the right level of
sites, premises and other
infrastructure to support business
start up and growth, and
employment. A resilient
economy is a key goal - meaning
diversity and innovation and no
reliance on one employer or
sector. Recognises new business
start- ups might be in media, arts,
technology, design or social
enterprises – which look for
social, cultural and business
facilities, skilled workforce, a
range of housing and a quality
environment.
Also objective to regenerate the
town centre so that it functions
better as a place to live,
work, meet, shop and visit.

Relevant Overall/Economic
Objectives

Policy Further and Higher
Education. Includes support
for HE/FE development
opportunities, development

:

BE : Protection of ‘valuable
employment land’ – B , B ,
B uses. NB Frome Town
Council provides a free
marketing for employment
land and premises .
TC Town Centre remodelling
to improve the public realm.
Also TC to improve
landscaping and
infrastructure of main car
park.

Example Economic Policies

Table . . Market Towns & Economic Development Review of Neighbourhood Plans
Neighbourhood
Plan –
Area/Status
Made Frome
Neighbourhood
Plan
, Somerset
Mendip
Council area

Made BudeStratton NP
,
Cornwall

Built around ‘golden
threads’ – vitality,
participation,
sustainability (adopting
One Planet principles).

Community aspirations

Community
Initiatives

Other useful policies:
H : Building a
balanced community.
D – Town Gateway
site improvements.
Also strong
recognition of role
and importance of
events and festivals.

Other comments

Also includes policies
for tourism and
retaining
employment land; for

Conversion of
the Silk Mill and
Old Church
School as
creative/media
workspace that
has already
taken place.
The view is
there is a need
for more of this
in the town
centre.

Expressed as business
objectives not policy:
‘To promote Frome as a
Town that supports
enterprise, innovation,
and new ideas.
To promote energy
efficiency and renewable
energy generation and
encourage compliance
with BREEAM excellent
rating.
To reduce the
environmental impact of
travel to work by
identifying options for
getting to work other
than by car’.
Expressed as town
centre objective – to
support the independent
retailing quarter
Incorporates an ‘Action
Chapter’ for important
non-planning issues from
consultations and which

Relevant Overall/Economic
Objectives

Example Economic Policies

Community aspirations

Market Town
status

could be addressed by
‘cooperative and joined
up thinking’. Under
education and
employment this
includes strengthening
the local food economy
and local food growing
opportunities,
supporting social
enterprises, supporting
workplace training and
apprenticeships

Also ‘To preserve and enhance
the essential character of BudeStratton towns as attractive
places to live and work, and as
family-friendly, year round tourist
destinations’.
Also incorporates a specific
education and training chapter
with the objective of ‘To enhance
opportunities for higher and
further education and workplace
training in Bude-Stratton, making
it a more sustainable location to
live, work and study’

Table . . Market Towns & Economic Development Review of Neighbourhood Plans
Neighbourhood
Plan –
Area/Status

Made Caistor
NP, Lincolnshire
West Lindsey
District area

Sets out a community
aspirations section with
aspirations. This
includes Aspiration
training and
apprenticeships which
encourages work based
training in the
construction sector and
suggests e.g. a training
statement submitted

Vision has two very relevant
statements:
‘A li ing o king o n encourage a broadening of the
types of employment in the
town…and enhancing living
conditions in the town
‘ e ai i g a d ide i g e ice
a d facili ie a ailable
he
a d
di g illage –
recognising its role as a hub for

proposals including
knowledge and skills
development opportunities
for residents; and FE/HE
knowledge business linked
development proposals.
Policy : Development
proposals for ‘high tech’
industries and businesses,
particularly those based on
digital communications,
marine, renewable
technologies, will be
encouraged and supported.
Also workhubs providing
flexible workspace.
Policy – green tourism
development proposals
supported
Policy – community led
renewable energy support
Policy : business units and
start up units. Development
of new units will be
considered where they are
within an existing
employment area,
development of empty
buildings or on previously
developed land, include the
opportunity for flexible floor
space arrangements.

the NP. Overall
vision to be a
vibrant coastal
settlement.
However Policy
town
centre
recognises its
role as a local
service centre.
Chapter
‘services and
facilities’ also
starts ‘BudeStratton is a
centre offering
services and
facilities to a
widely
dispersed
population…’,
Describes itself
as a gateway to
the Lincolnshire
Wolds AONB.
The vision
recognises its
role as a hub for
surrounding
villages. One of
the outcomes of
the NP vision

Community
Initiatives

None
specifically
referenced.

Other comments

town centre viability
and vitality; and for
developing a
community hub.
Policy includes
‘Development
proposals will be
supported that
provide an outside
community and
event space in Bude
Town Centre’.

Refers to a Caistor
Development Trust.
Policy supports
development
proposals that are in
favour of sustainable
development. It
explicitly sets out that
developers/applicants
must show how they
have engaged with

statement is to
‘enhance the
role of Caistor
as a centre for
the wider rural
community.

Market Town
status
surrounding villages and with a
focus on cultural, environmental,
social and sports facilities.
Also looking to expand post
opportunities including
apprenticeships and vocational
training.

Relevant Overall/Economic
Objectives

Policy EMP – supports
delivery of further
employment land. Policy
EMP supports expansion of
existing employment
premises. Policy TOU
supports new/enhanced
visitor accommodation and
facilities provided
appropriate to Castle Cary as
a market town. Policy TC
seeks to prevent loss of town
centre floorspace uses.

Policy supports developing
broadband and
communications technology
Policy supports creation of
tourism uses that benefit the
local community, businesses
and visitors – to improve the
standing of the town as a
destination in its own right.

Example Economic Policies

Not mentioned

with planning
applications.

Community aspirations

Table . . Market Towns & Economic Development Review of Neighbourhood Plans
Neighbourhood
Plan –
Area/Status

Made Castle
Cary and
Ansford NP
,
Somerset
South
Somerset
District area

Seeking to broaden the
employment base, attract new
employers and provide jobs for all
ages. Also support increased
tourism to the town, promote a
range of shops and businesses in
the town centre. Seeks to ensure
sufficient employment land is
allocated to match housing
growth. Gives encouragement to
light industrial and high tech
occupiers, nursery units suitable
for micro businesses, small scale
office development. This set out
in the explanatory text rather
than policy.
Separate section on tourism

Describes itself
as a ‘thriving
market town’.
Indicates itself
as relatively self
contained on
travel to work
criteria.
Provides
technical
support services
to wider area eg
agriculture.
Strong retail
presence as hub
for area.

Community
Initiatives

Other comments

the Town Council and
other community
groups/residents
affected by their
proposals. This builds
in the opportunity to
incorporate local
aspirations. Includes
a policy for
renewable energy in housing and
employment
developments and
through community
led RE schemes.
Also includes two
policies relating to
securing S
/CIL
funding for youth
facilities and
community hall
facilities.

Sets out it is a
market town
within a wider
rural parish
area. Identified
as a key
settlement in
the Local Plan.

Market Town
status
Focuses on retaining existing
employment land, supporting
new business premises in suitable
locations, supporting mixed use
developments to combine work
and home life, retaining town
centre vitality, encouraging
appropriate green tourism
activities

Relevant Overall/Economic
Objectives

Policy E draws the market
town role into it, alongside
the points about
distinctiveness. It proposes
that new economic
development should
amongst other things
‘ ei f ce he l cal ec
m
a d he f c i
fT e a
a ma ke
and e able
i
ai a d
di e ifica i i he l cal
ec
m incl ding he
fo ma ion of cl e and

Seven policies plus a
statement on their
sustainability justification. EJ
supports an allocation of an
employment site. EJ seeks to
prevent loss of existing
employment sites, with
another policy doing this for
town centre retail uses.
Equally policies encourage
further employment and
town centre uses in areas
which are already in this use.
Two policies cover green
tourism uses

Example Economic Policies

Table . . Market Towns & Economic Development Review of Neighbourhood Plans
Neighbourhood
Plan –
Area/Status
Made Much
Wenlock NP
–
.
Shropshire.

Reg Totnes
NP
,
Devon.

Objectives include supporting
green and ethical businesses,
networks and clusters based on
existing strengths ; extending
‘strength, variety and
distinctiveness’ of the local
economy. The preamble to the
economic policies includes ‘The
NP he efo e gi e pecific
ppo o economic inno a ion
compan a
p fo e ing local
economic cl e and he
inf a
c e nece a o
ppo heal h g o h of he

Strong focus on
retaining its
identity -‘model
of
ainabili
inno a ion
incl i i and
c ea i i ’. This
then
encapsulated in
Policy V on
local identity. It
specifically
references its
wider market

Community aspirations

Community
Initiatives

Other comments

Each section
incorporates a
statement on how
the policies
contribute to
sustainable
development. Plan
also includes a
section on
sustainability and
climate change,
encouraging a move
towards a low carbon
economy –
incorporating energy
efficiency, alternative
energy generation
referenced.
Incorporates
transport and
movement, health
and wellbeing,
community led and
owned as cross
cutting themes in its
vision. Objectives
include ‘ S ppo
comm ni led
de elopmen and
comm ni a e
o ne hip a a of
achie ing
ainable

town role in the
context of the
economic
section and its
economic
strength. It also
references its
transport hub
role.

Market Town
status

The stated aim is to p o ide
oppo ni ie fo economic
g o h ha c ea e and
ain
local emplo men and in e men
in he a ea i ho ha m o he
a ea cha ac e o ameni
This
includes encouraging small office
based businesses in and around
the town centre, supporting
growth of the education, training
and business support sectors and
supporting projects that support
the town’s identity and role.

local econom
ch a
pe fa
b oadband and b ine mee ing
place
The economy section also
includes sustainable transport
Policy E promotes a sustainable
transport hierarchy whilst Policy
E seeks priority for walking and
cycling in new developments.

Relevant Overall/Economic
Objectives
ne o k of local en e p i e
It seeks to safeguard existing
employment sites and
premises Policy E . Policy E
seeks to safeguard and
enhance town centre uses,
including support to
maintain/enhance existing
and new markets, community
and arts events. Loss of retail
space is generally resisted
but is not specified in terms
of Use Classes . Policy E
supports new developments
supporting local training and
education including
vocational training. Policy E
supports green economy
developments.
There are no general
employment related policies
as business growth and
increasing visitor numbers is
seen as largely dependent on
the success of the town
centre or related to specific
areas such as North Dorset
Business Park. Policy
supports the Town Centre
and includes a statement that
development proposals that
‘demon a e ha he

Example Economic Policies

Table . . Market Towns & Economic Development Review of Neighbourhood Plans
Neighbourhood
Plan –
Area/Status

Made
Sturminster
Newton NP
Dorset former
North Dorset
District area

Historic role as
a market town
but now
struggling to
find an identity
implication
that its market
town role has
diminished . Its
vision includes
that it will be
seen as a
‘c em a

Community aspirations

Community
Initiatives

Existing development of
The Exchange –
Community
Arts Centre. It
incorporates
offices let to
local businesses
and managed
by SturQuest
Enterprises
with any
profits recycled

Other comments

de elopmen . And
‘S ppo and e end
he To ne pionee ing
app oach o
ainable
de elopmen and
local e ilience .

Supporting the town
centre includes
retaining the key
facilities that bring
people into the town
e.g. Medical Centre,
Post Office and
which are then
protected through
Policy . This lists
important community
buildings and land
and includes a

D e Ma ke
T
ha ha
ada ed a d
de el ed ,
including to
better serve its
surrounding
rural area, its
residents and its
businesses.

Market Town
status

‘High Street Regeneration’ and
‘Business Commerce and
Employment’ are two specific
themes out of five . The high
street regeneration theme is
seeking a ‘ ib an econom
cen ed a o nd e ail and
e ice ’ to improve the
sustainability of the town centre
also addressing traffic
management and transport links .
The business theme is seeking
growth of employment in
businesses that are appropriate
to the village and its environs –
promoting opportunities to
expand retail and business
development and also address
transport links .

Tourism is addressed separately –
with an aim to improve
opportunities for visitors to enjoy
cultural and recreational
opportunities in the town and
surrounding area. Supporting a
strong and vibrant town centre is
also a specific aim/theme.

Relevant Overall/Economic
Objectives
con ib e o and do no
nde mine he imp o emen
of he o n cen e a
a e ed again he
follo ing a pi a ion ill be
ppo ed then listing the
aspirations which include
maintaining a range of
services that attract people to
the town, and providing
opportunities for office based
employment.
Town Centre policies include
public realm improvements
HS which includes use of
redundant buildings and
spaces for public benefit
through provision of new
community facilities; support
for commercial or retail
development except hot
food takeaways which carries
specific limitations HS ; and
development of some key
locations HS . On business,
there is a general policy in
support of new employment
development BCE

Example Economic Policies

Table . . Market Towns & Economic Development Review of Neighbourhood Plans
Neighbourhood
Plan –
Area/Status

Made Kippax
Neighbourhood
Plan
–
. Leeds
City Council
area

An ex-mining
village. Not
specifically
discussed as a
market town.
Designated a
higher order
local centre in
the Local Plan.
Notes that the
village lacks a
clear economic
purpose and no
dedicated
employment
areas, rather
relying on those
elsewhere .

Community aspirations

This sets out how CIL
money would be used if
the opportunity arose.
Re-using redundant
buildings for public
benefit is one of these.

Kippax
Community
Hub and library
– already in
existence. The
ARC resource
centre project proposed

into the
community .

Community
Initiatives

Its relatively close
proximity to Leeds
and other centres e.g.
Halifax makes it
different to
Kingsbridge.

statement that the
loss of those which
are listed as critical
‘will be strongly
resisted’.

Other comments

Other comments

Example Economic Policies

Community
Initiatives

Relevant Overall/Economic
Objectives

Community aspirations

Market Town
status

Table . . Market Towns & Economic Development Review of Neighbourhood Plans
Neighbourhood
Plan –
Area/Status
Made
Uppingham NP
.
Rutland County.

The Plan sets out
policies and proposals,
both as boxed
statements. For example
Proposal focuses on
acquisition of important
community buildings
through Community

Sets out the
vision of the NP
as to ‘ e ai
a d e ha ce
he adi i al
al e f a
mall ma ke

Has the advantage of
Uppingham School
which the plan
describes as
‘cementing the
town’s economic
prospects’ as well as
supporting
preservation of its
historic buildings.

Right to Bid. Proposal
is about creating
additional community
service facilities and
includes the following ‘
The Plan ppo
he
p opo al ha he To n
Co ncil and i Vol n a
Sec o o k oge he o
achie e he de i ed
o come addi ional
comm ni e ice
facili ie he e in
Uppingham

The plan
includes a
statement on
the areas it
would support
for CIL
investment.
This includes
development of
a community
hub, acquisition
of community
assets, cycle
paths and
footpaths,
technological
developments.

Key objectives associated with
the vision include improving
sustainability of the town centre,
strengthening community spirit,
attracting new employers and
creating new jobs, enhancing the
visitor offer and attracting the
next generation of tourists. The
Plan recognises the importance of
new technology stating that this
is vital and with the ability to
attract new employers and
promote economic growth, as
well as supporting services eg
tele-healthcare. A plan proposal
supports a new mast and
installation of community wifi in
the town centre and key public
buildings. On employment, the
Plan describes Uppingham as a
manufacturing town.

Policy supports extension to
an existing industrial estate
listing potential B , B or B
uses that would be
supported. These include high
tech employers, light industry
start ups, office uses, and
others. The preamble to the
policy notes that this site has
an access point to the town’s
new broadband fibre
network. An accompanying
proposal to this policy sets
out a bid to the LEP for
funding to progress the
development would be
supported. Improvements to
the town’s other existing
employment area is set out as
a proposal not a policy essentially it is about the
quality of the external
environment including
parking. Town Centre policy is
limited to one on extending
the primary retail area, with
an accompanying proposal to
explore whether there is any
opportunity for strengthening
change of use requirements.

In summary, the review shows
Market town role as an explicit starting point. Four of the Plans explicitly make this point in
their vision or initial objectives/discussion. Four do not, although for two of these, the
market town role is recognised in relation to particular policies or chapters of the Plan. One
Plan places a strong emphasis on self reliance as its starting point
Economic objectives. Summarising this:
o Town centre regeneration is the most common objective shared across Plans.
o Several set out an objective to broaden the employment base or diversify it
including beyond a main sector and include some discussion of the types of
developments they would wish to encourage e.g. small scale business start ups, high
tech businesses.
o Specific reference is made to education and training in several Plans, in terms of
support for developments which will in turn support education and training
opportunities.
o One Plan specifically refers to supporting economic innovation, one to supporting a
resilient economy. One discusses the links between developing some of its key
sectors and the wider social, cultural and business facilities that are important to
underpin that.
o Tourism development is specifically recognised in some Plans with an emphasis on
green tourism in one
Economic policies. In summary:
o Protection of town centre uses is a common policy thread alongside town centre
remodelling and sometimes specific reference to public realm improvements and in
one case to improvements to the external environment of a business area
o Protection of existing employment land and premises is also mentioned in several
Plans – and something important to Kingsbridge given the limited opportunities for
increasing the amount of employment land available particularly
o Supporting the provision of further employment land, business units and start up
units is included in policies in some Plans – not necessarily site specific. One Plan has
a policy specifically to encourage high tech business development and, separately,
work hubs
o Tourism has specific policies in some Plans either described as green tourism or
tourism that benefits the community
o A minority of Plans have policies specifically in support of developments that provide
training and education opportunities Note this is not solely about developing places
of learning but also about introducing construction training opportunities into
developments
o One Plan makes a point of including innovation and diversification and support for
business clustering into its policies
Community aspirations: There seem to be three approaches which could be useful, in the
Plans reviewed:
o What are described as ‘golden threads’ or cross cutting themes – ideas that run
throughout the Plan and cut across all its elements. In one Plan three such themes
are described as vitality, participation and sustainability

o

o

Use of business objectives or proposals within the main text – so that important
aspirations can be captured in the Plan but would not constitute policy per se e.g.
seeking business innovation, supporting independent retailers, use of Community
Right to Bid
A separate chapter in the Plan for actions or aspirations which are not appropriate
for policies e.g.one Plan seeks an approach of co-operation and joined up activity in
developments proposed, others include the potential for linking education and
training opportunities into development proposals as aspirations

One Plan sets out a specific policy that any developer must consult with the Town
Council and other local community groups as appropriate to their development, as an
opportunity to then seek to build community aspirations into development proposals.
This could be an opportunity for developing joint approaches to development proposals
linked to local aspirations.
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This final section draws together some of the key strands emerging from the research into the
opportunities and challenges this raises for the Neighbourhood Plan. Not all strands emerging have
direct land use implications. However a neighbourhood plan can include aspirations which describe
what is being sought but cannot be written into policy as such. The following discussion therefore
also seeks to give some suggestions on what might be the land use relevance and what might be a
proposal/aspiration; as well as what is beyond the NP scope but could be important to pick up
locally. These are set out in boxes at the end of each subsection.

Mai ai i g he ke L cal Se ice Ce

ef c

The research has shown the key importance of Kingsbridge as a service centre and where data
indicates its strong service sector employment base as well as relative higher levels of self
containment which includes living and working locally with lower distances of travel to work.
The Neighbourhood Plan has respecting Kingsbridge as a market town as one of its objectives in the
current draft. Other ways to strengthen this aspiration could include:
Making this aspiration more fundamental as a cross cutting theme or ‘golden thread’ in the
Plan. It would then be important to test all policies against maintaining the market town
relevance of the KWAC area for its wider hinterland and where
of the population is in
the hinterland and not in the KWAC NP area . Taking a market town proofing approach to all
elements of the NP could help in this regard
An alternative would be to make use of a cross cutting theme such as resilience . This has
wider connotations than just economic activity – but applied in the economic context would
be about ensuring economic resilience e.g. through diversity of opportunities and no overreliance on any one employer/sector; local supply chains and supporting a connected
business community locally; moving towards a more low/zero carbon economy and
potentially also a more circular economy – although this particular concept has not been
discussed in the research . It is potentially a more adaptable and flexible approach – and
could still be used alongside a market town proofing approach

The challenge in this would be managing change and development so that the important market
town service centre role is maintained, and development is not extended/diversified into new
directions at the expense of neglecting that role. In this context the speed and scale of change could
be important. Given the tight topographical constraints of the whole market town area with limits
on what could be seen as fundamental changes, taking an incremental approach could be very
valuable. This could be especially so in the short term because there are so many uncertainties
arising from Covid related impacts. Economic change and development is a long term target, which
could be achieved through a number of small steps as well as more significant changes.

This could also encompass points around housing in the context of local resilience. This research report has
not looked at housing. However discussion has indicated the importance of having available affordable
housing to enable more people to live and work locally

Neighbourhood Plan Policy
Market town proof all policies

B

ade i g he b

i e

Neighbourhood Plan Aspirations

Consider cross cutting theme
approach e.g. market town,
resilience
Consider supporting an
incremental approach – at least
in the short term

ba e

Maintaining and potentially growing the service centre function is vital. However the service
sectors are the sectors which have also been significantly and adversely impacted as a result of the
Covid pandemic. Expectations seem to be that these impacts could continue in the short to medium
term over the next - months . They are also the sectors which are important for employment
but have lower productivity values, generating less well paid jobs. Broadening the employment base
to diversify into further sectors has the potential to bring in some higher value employment
opportunities. Equally the impact of the Covid pandemic for home working and remote working has
potentially changed employer and workforce perceptions on workspace requirements.
Opportunities to progress on broadening the business base could include:
Building skills development and innovation links within the KWAC area. This could link with
town centre uses, potentially encouraging temporary or pop up uses.
o As an example FabLab Devon is an initiative supported by Devon County Council and
others which is establishing a network of Fab Labs in Devon. Fab Labs focus on digital
fabrication and can be used by businesses as a starting point for testing new ideas.
Currently there are two in Devon - in Exeter and Barnstaple both based in libraries .
The website indicates it is hoping to have pop ups as well as fixed locations. Fablab
Devon also works with schools, so this could engage with Kingsbridge Community
College as well
o The data indicates some quite high skills levels potentially amongst retired residents in
the wider Saltstone area. On a more local basis, linking of skills into innovation
initiatives like Fab Lab could be another route to developing innovation opportunities;
or mentoring opportunities as raised in the Kingsbridge NP public consultation
o Innovation is not solely about new products and services, it can also be about new
organisational approaches and business leadership. Facilitating skills development
opportunities that allow innovation in business management and organisation to
develop could be an opportunity. Exploring other business models social enterprises
and community wealth building have been earlier mentioned as two. There are others
o Developing links with HE e.g. University of Plymouth or FE providers e.g. South Devon
College might be another possible route, to bring some provision or even an outreach
https://fablabdevon.org

facility into the KWAC area . The research here has not tested this idea specifically – it
is mentioned to prompt the thought of FE/HE links and whether there are opportunities
around this for the future
Facilitating business start-up and development in different sectors, which could include
o Temporary uses to encourage businesses to trial new business market opportunities and
which could now more readily be deliverable with new Use Class E
o More flexible workspaces including for collaboration although current Covid restrictions
might limit this in the immediate future . In the short term, again there may be
opportunity to experiment with this through temporary uses in the town centre
o Taking advantage of any redevelopment of existing business premises to consider
potential for more of and flexible business use – to increase both the amount and
adaptability of workspaces
Building adaptability and diversity into the existing business sectors. Broadening the
business base need not solely relate to bringing in new business sectors, it could also be
about new directions and opportunities for existing sectors. Whilst there is quite a focus on
key sectors/transformational sectors in relevant economic policy, such policies also make
the point about the opportunity to ensure some link across from key sectors into the more
bedrock business sectors. Digital technologies and clean technologies could both have
aspects which might be relevant to existing business sectors and which importantly also link
to productivity – discussed below

Neighbourhood Plan
Policy
Development/redevelopment of employment
land and premises maximise potential for
more and flexible
business spaces
Integrating alternative
and low carbon energy
and energy efficiency
measures in
employment land
developments and
redevelopments

Neighbourhood
Plan Aspirations
Support for
temporary and pop
up uses that
facilitate business
and skills
development
opportunities in the
town centre
Balancing
diversification of
business sectors
with maintaining
service sector role

As might links with adult and community learning through Learn Devon

Other
• South Hams District find out more about
the economic strategy
mentioned in the JLP
SPD; and engage in its
development if possible
• Business survey on
skills needs - to support
town centre uses
development
• Explore ways of
engaging retired people
with business skills into
projects on a voluntary
basis, that might
support business
development

S e g he i g
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Following on from the above, strengthening productivity is a relevant economic policy theme to
consider, and potentially from the wider lens of productivity that was discussed earlier – working
smarter and across different aspects of productivity. This could also work with other factors that can
help to deliver a localised business and employment structure that delivers local benefits – for
example the community wealth building approach.
Economic documents have stressed the use of key higher value sectors transformational sectors as
one means of raising productivity and where broadening the economic base in the KWAC area has
potential for productivity benefits. But this is not to say that existing businesses cannot also look at
productivity improvements on the ‘working smarter’ principle. If clean energy is to be an emerging
key sector, then the potential for how renewable energy and energy efficiency can support
businesses to be more resource efficient, reduce costs and possibly develop working practices or
enable business growth – as well as lead to lower carbon outcomes – could be an opportunity.
Equally use of digital technologies might be another opportunity to develop business growth
opportunities and work efficiencies that can support productivity improvements and potentially
higher values. Developing productivity needs to be seen as cross cutting across sectors, not just
linked to developing some under-represented sectors in the KWAC area .

Neighbourhood Plan
Aspirations

Other

In principle support for
schemes that will help
businesses improve
productivity

• Discuss relevance of Devon
Recovery Plan to KWAC either
through South Hams and/or
Devon County Council
• Explore business support schemes
around low carbon/alternative
energy and energy efficiency and
how to engage local businesses in
that
• Map digital/comms technology
accessibility in KWAC and
hinterland – both for marketing
potential promoting to business
and investment needs

T
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The Covid pandemic has accelerated the need for town centre restructuring at a time when business
investment plans are generally on hold and vacancy rates in town centre premises may be rising.
Kingbridge’s
Town Centre Healthcheck reported a strong service centre role which discussions
indicate has continued.
A combination of Covid impacts on working practices e.g. more remote working, more home
working and the change in the Use Class to create a new Class E that brings previously different use
classes in town centres into the same one could be the opportunity to re-think new uses, shared
uses and mixed uses in town centres. A need for town centres to ‘reinvent themselves’ has been a
growing issue well before the Covid pandemic struck. The pandemic accentuates the need for this to
happen. It will mean the town centre may not look as previously and the changing use class means
retention of the same use in a building cannot be guaranteed. The latter point could be a significant
challenge if the aspiration is also to ensure the service centre function is maintained.
The future for small office needs is as yet not fully clear – but what seems likely is that any
workspaces need to be flexible to respond to more agile working practices and provide adaptable
solutions. The need for flexibility may well also be one that is applicable across other town centre
uses and if uses may change without recourse to planning approval although other consents may be
needed . Flexibility of workspace and other town centre spaces could be a valuable approach to
adopt, at least in the short to medium term.
One further opportunity that might arise is that of more temporary uses. Discussion has highlighted
short term use of existing empty premises in Kingsbridge for window displays/paintings, to brighten
up the street scene. A wider use of empty premises for short term uses might help e.g. new
business start-ups have a shop window to test markets and marketing; short term skills development
and learning activity; activities like the Fab Lab mentioned previously; pop up retailing; business
cluster developments. Taking a positive role on supporting temporary uses – again with this as an
opportunity in the short to medium term to support business survival, development and growth –
could be of benefit. It might require some element of organisation/co-ordination to do this
including for the suggestions in the ‘Other’ box below

Neighbourhood Plan
Aspirations
In principle encouragement for
flexible and adaptable spaces
In principle support for
temporary uses in keeping

Other
• Monitor town centre uses and
changes on a regular basis –
including temporary uses
• Obtain business benefits feedback
from temporary uses, markets
etc– to support planning for future
developments
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The move towards more and more digital activity is growing and again the pandemic has
strengthened this trend with greater use of video conferencing and other communications software
in both business activities and operation and also in education and training settings. Access to
Broadband and communications technologies which support this and can also enable more high tech
digital intensive businesses to operate is therefore critical. Supporting investment in the appropriate
infrastructure to ensure KWAC and its hinterland has access to a digital infrastructure that enables
business and learning use is important.
Ensuring that existing and proposed employment locations have access is a relevant part of this
consideration e.g. availability at all industrial estates in KWAC and the hinterland. It also then offers
the opportunity to network across business locations which might in turn help build business
clusters and/or supply chains, utilising digital accessibility to facilitate joint working, sharing of
information and resources.
As well as supporting the basic infrastructure there is then also the potential to build on its
availability for business, learning and community use e.g. in a work hub or an equipped training
facility linking back to the town centre discussion .
S e a d e
e
The KWAC area and hinterland has various industrial estates. The following table lists those on the
South Hams.com website . The list of businesses on them on the website indicates the strong
service activities they support although the listings are likely to be incomplete .
Business Park
Station Yard, Kingsbridge
Garden Mill, Kingsbridge
Orchard, Lower Union Road,
Kingsbridge
South Hams BP, Churchstow

Torr Quarry, East Allington
Torr Trading Park, East
Allington
Robins Park, Loddiswell
Loddiswell BP

Types of occupiers listed
Laundry and linen hire, bespoke furniture, dog grooming, plastics
Metal craft, vehicle repair, property management, bespoke
furniture
Fitness, dog grooming, auto repairs, computer services, windows
Engineering, computer repair, bike sales and service, builders,
MOT centre, Accountants, Architect, Catering, Fabric sales, florist,
oil burner service, chimney services, boat engineering
Haulage, garage services, crab and lobster supplies
Carpentry, construction, garden machinery/hire, Garden rooms
Car spares, motor sales
Construction, flooring, car repairs, joinery, motor bikes

The JLP has a limited employment land allocation for Kingsbridge, understood to be a result of its
topographical challenges and AONB location. All this allocation
sq.m is allocated to mixed use
redevelopment at the Quayside. Making best use of the allocation in concert with
redevelopment/improvement of any existing sites and premises to maximise what can be available
for the future, would therefore seem very important.

https://www.southhams.com/explore/business-parks

P b c ea
The importance of public realm in the context of town centres has been noted earlier. This
potentially has relevance to support for economic activity in several ways:
as part of the opportunity to have spaces suitable for outdoor activities such as festivals,
events, markets in support of businesses and also tourism/visitors; as well as improve
the visual appeal for residents and visitors in town centres and their surrounds
public realm where it relates to industrial/employment spaces, especially where they are
within the built up areas and part of place and place making
as part of creating the wider package of place and welcome that might be attractive for
drawing new business into the area
Looking for multi-functionality in public realm could be a useful approach – in support of enabling
economic potential as well as other uses.
T a
This research has not looked at transport in any detail but it should be mentioned here as another
important underpinning infrastructure. Data has already indicated that travel to work is quite
sustainable within KWAC, given the high levels of walking to work. Ways in which walking and cycling
to employment locations can be further enhanced would be valuable.

Neighbourhood Plan
Policy
Support for digital and
communications
technology
infrastructure in
keeping
Emphasis on flexible
workspaces as part of
The Quay
redevelopment
In principle support for
infrastructure that
supports walking and
cycling incl bike
storage associated
with employment sites
and premises

U de
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Neighbourhood
Plan Aspirations
Seeking multi
functionality in
public realm
schemes – to
support outdoor
activities and events
that have business
benefit

Other
• Engaging with business
networks to develop
local supply chains
where possible

i g he e

Although this research has not specifically given a focus to climate change and low carbon policy,
this is nevertheless a vital underpinning and developing theme that needs to be taken account of.

Moving towards a low carbon/net zero carbon future is a key part of this and there are different
ways in which this could come through including:
Supporting businesses to be more energy efficient or generate their own electricity
requirements through renewable energy sources. This could include encouraging any
business sites and premises redevelopments or new builds to incorporate such features
within them. This could have productivity as well carbon emission reductions benefits
Investigating the potential for any ‘industrial estate wide’ schemes –including if there is
scope to incorporate this into any development/redevelopment plans. Business
Improvement Districts could be one way of delivering such a scheme – although appreciating
that at present, businesses are highly unlikely to want to take on an additional levy. There is
also a number of examples of community led renewable energy schemes and
groups/projects in Devon around energy/low carbon e.g. Low Carbon Devon which does
work with enterprises , an EU funded project led by University of Plymouth ; and the
Devon Community Energy Network
Building up the skills in the construction sector on sustainable construction methods if this
is needed

Neighbourhood Plan
Policy
Incorporation of
renewable energy and
energy efficiency into
employment space
development and
redevelopment where
possible
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Neighbourhood
Plan Aspirations
Look for
opportunities for
employment estate
wide alternative
energy
opportunities
Encourage
developers to
consider training
plans in their
development
proposals
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Other
• Engage with Devon
Community Energy or
similar to explore
alternative energy
options/opportunities
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One further theme that could also be valuable and linked to the question of resilience, self
containment/self sufficiency, is that of how some of these aspirations are taken forward. Public
sector funding has taken a significant hit over several years through austerity and efficiency
measures, and most recently responding to Covid pandemic requirements. Relying on external
funding is unlikely to be a robust way forward. Other delivery mechanisms are needed. As other

https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/research/sustainability-hub-low-carbon-devon
https://www.devoncommunityenergy.org.uk/

neighbourhood plans have indicated, community led approaches and co-operation to create
partnership schemes and opportunities could all be relevant. The research identified some potential
opportunities that included:
Use of community tools for development such as the Community Right to Build
Taking a community wealth building approach, which could lead to greater resilience, and
would need public sector engagement too
There are other routes too, such as Community Land Trusts. Whilst the one in Salcombe has local
housing at its core, CLTs can develop and manage other community assets too such as workspace.
Social enterprises including community enterprises are another route. There are active networks of
social enterprises in Devon .
Working co-operatively also seems important. If businesses are to be supported then working
through existing and possibly new business groups is relevant. Business networking and clustering
can be an aspect of this. Businesses are able to work together because they provide complementary
skills that can collaborate to meet a client’s requirements/demand. There may be opportunities to
develop business networking/cluster type ideas using both virtual and actual contact. However it is
appreciated some of this would be well beyond the scope of Neighbourhood Plan delivery and
would need some pro-active championing to take it forward.
Working with other Neighbourhood Plans could also be another co-operation opportunity. For
example Salcombe has a large employment land allocation in the JLP of
sq.m. which the
Salcombe NP wants to see focused on marine related employment and providing local employment
opportunities. Building links across workspaces for supply chain and other working benefits and to
maximise the benefits for the whole market town/hinterland area may be an opportunity. The Draft
South Huish NP and other adopted NPs such as those for Malborough and Thurlestone include
encouragement for turning redundant agricultural buildings into small business units as well as other
support for developing more local employment space. Availability of additional resources in
Kingsbridge for example, which could support small businesses/new start- ups in the hinterland,
could also strengthen local business networking and potentially help encourage business growth in
both core sectors and under-represented ones.

Neighbourhood
Plan Aspirations
M

i

• Consider aspirations for community engagement, community led
approaches and partnerships and other co-operative activity
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What will be critical to all policies and proposals is that they are monitored and reviewed. This is
particularly so at the present time because there are so many uncertainties around future directions
of economic activity arising from Covid pandemic related impacts and other trends such as changing
shopping patterns. This will require some resource.
Devon Communities Together manages a social enterprise network for rural Devon.
https://www.devoncommunities.org.uk/projects/enhance-social-enterprise-network Plymouth has an active
social enterprise network. https://plymsocent.org.uk/

One particular area emerging from this research that would merit particular monitoring attention is
that of town centre uses and how these change over time. The
retail and leisure study
evidence base report for the JLP sets out the position of uses at that time, taken from retail GIS
mapping done by Experian. This could valuably be annually updated locally, to see whether the
balance of use is maintained or changing. Keeping records of temporary uses and their benefits for
users would also be very valuable, to help in planning for uses longer term and potentially more
permanently e.g. if there is a local craft market, get some feedback from stall holders on business
benefits.

Other

• Monitor town centre uses and changes on a regular basis – including
temporary uses
• Obtain business benefits feedback from temporary uses, markets etc– to
support planning for future developments

